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Unmanned autonomous vehicles are under fast research and development in recent 
decades. This is not because of solely research interest but their vast application potentials. 
It is believed more and more mobile robots will join our daily life in the very near future. In 
this dissertation, we study the development of unmanned autonomous vehicles. The focus 
is on the sensing and control aspects which are fundamental and important integrating parts 
of an unmanned autonomous vehicle. Specifically we have investigated the position 
sensing with a binocular stereo camera for control a small unmanned helicopter to land and 
hover autonomously. Also we have studied the modeling and control of a small robotic 
boat using low cost sensors (less than $100USD). 
Though GPS is said to be available “anywhere anytime”, it is not in fact. For 
application which requires accurate position such as control of unmanned helicopter, it is 
very dangerous to fully rely on GPS especially in cluttered areas. We proposed to apply 
stereo vision for positioning in case that GPS is not available or reliable. We studied two 
applications: (1), autonomous landing, and (2), autonomous hovering. In landing 
application, we measure the height above the ground by using the depth information from 
stereo camera. We first approximate the landing area by a plane and then calculate the 
perpendicular distance from helicopter to the plane. With the estimated height, we have 
  
proposed a two-stage landing procedure to smooth the landing process. In hovering 
application, a colored landmark is used as reference for positioning. Together with the 
attitude data, the position and velocity of the helicopter are estimated, and are used for 
hovering control. The vision based positioning approaches have been verified to be 
effective in the studied applications. Yet, they are not generic solutions.  
The study of robotic boat aims to control the boat’s maneuver with the equipped low 
cost sensors: a rate gyro and a GPS. In the absence of a compass which is necessary for ship 
control traditionally, we derived a mathematical model for the planar motion which 
directly models the dynamic change of the boat’s velocity angle. The model enables us to 
design controller without a compass provided the velocity vector can be measured. For the 
boat to run in the sea, the environmental disturbances such as waves, wind and currents, 
can greatly affect the motion of the boat. With the consideration of disturbance and model 
uncertainty, mixed H2/H?  control method has been applied. It can guarantee robust 
stability while maximizing the H2 performance. The control system has been tested in the 
sea with the wave height from 0.5m to 1.5m. Satisfactory performance has been achieved 
in straight line course following, circular course following and waypoint specified course 
following. 
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1.1 Background 
 The advance in robotics has boosted the application of autonomous vehicles to 
perform tedious and risky tasks or to be cost-effective substitutes of their human 
counterparts. Based on their working environment a rough classification of the 
autonomous vehicles would include Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), Unmanned 
Ground Vehicles (UGV), Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Autonomous 
Surface Vehicles (ASV). In recent decades, the development of unmanned autonomous 
vehicles have been of great interests and different autonomous vehicles have been studied 
and developed. 
 Let alone the effort from universities and research institutes, there are also 
organizations promoting the development of unmanned vehicles. The well-known annual 
AUVSI International Aerial Robotics Competition since 1991 is created by Association for 
Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) who also organizes the annual 
 2 
competition for UGV, AUV and ASV with the objective to advance the unmanned systems 
technology[1]. The competition of “Grand Challenge”[2] organized by Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of U.S. in 2004 and 2005 was another test arena for 
state-of-the-art UGV. The competition aimed to develop autonomous vehicle capable of 
percepting and interpreting the unknown environment and making its own decision in rural 
area. Another urban version named “Urban Challenge” is to be held in November 2007. It 
will be a great demonstration of the recent advance in UGV. The pictures shown in Fig. 1 
and Fig. 2 are the unmanned helicopter that won the first IARC competition mission in 
1995 and the winner UGV of the 2005 “Grand Challenge” respectively. 
 
Fig. 1 The HUMMINGBIRD Helicopter that won the 1995 AUVSI IARC of retrieve and move a target 
disk autonomously. The sensors equipped on board are two GPS receivers with four antennas in total. 
(Source: http://arl.stanford.edu/) 
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Fig. 2 The Stanley UGV that won the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge by completing a 212km course 
autonomously. (Source: http://cs.stanford.edu/group/roadrunner/) 
 The development of unmanned autonomous vehicles depends on the integration of  
multidisciplinary principles and the development of new theory and technology. That is 
one motivation for the academic society in pursuing the study. Furthermore, the popularity 
of researching unmanned autonomous vehicles lies in not only purely academic interest but 
also their vast application potentials. The unmanned vehicles are particularly useful in 
perform “dirty, dull, dangerous“ missions such as disaster information gathering, mine 
detection, search and rescue, surveillance, environmental observation and so on. More and 
more applications are emerging. 
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 However, at the time being the development of unmanned vehicles is still too 
expensive where the cost of sensors contributes a big part. In order to develop affordable 
unmanned systems to benefit the human society, the cost factor has to be considered 
1.2 The study of unmanned vehicles at Chiba University 
 The unmanned vehicles under study at Chiba University include UAV, UGV and 
ASV. The UAV research at Chiba University has been very successful. Till now in this 
area of study the UAV Lab of Chiba University has been taking the leading position among 
universities in Japan. The UAV study was initiated in 1998 with unmanned helicopter and 
succeeded in autonomous hovering in 2002.[3] Since then trajectory following control [4], 
autorotation [5], landing and take-off [6]have been completed one after another. Later on 
the study on Micro Arial Vehicle (MAV) and Quad Tilt Wing aircraft (QTW) started. In 
Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 we show the UAV platforms under research respectively. 
 
Fig. 3 The SF40 Helicopter platform 
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Fig. 4 The Micro Flying Robot (uFR). 
 
Fig. 5 The Quad Tilt Wing (QTW) aircraft. 
 The UGV under study is a kind of legged vehicle. It has six legs and was designed for 
humanian demining. The autonomous deming robot COMET has evolved from its first 
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generation COMET I to the present generation of COMET III whose picture is shown in 
Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 6 The COMET III autonomous deming robot. 
 The start of study on ASV is quite recent. The ASV is a small boat propelled by DC 
motors. The research began in 2006 with the objective to develop a low cost robotic 
platform for aquatic environment monitoring , sea bed survey and mapping. A picture of 
the boat is shown in Fig. 7. 
 During my doctor course study at Chiba University, I was involved in the research of 
UAV and ASC, that is the helicopter and the small boat mentioned above. The detail of the 
study will be presented in later chapters. For those who have interest in the UGV and 
MAV, please visit http://mec2.tm.chiba-u.jp/~nonami/ for more information. 
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Fig. 7 The robotic boat. 
1.3 Existing problems and the research objective 
 The developed motion controllers for unmanned helicopters have been proved to be 
effective and robust, however, still there is some work to be done before practical 
applications become possible.  
 Roughly speaking there are two issues which are critical in realization of unmanned 
helicopters for real life missions. One is the high cost of the sensors. This issue has led to 
the research of developing low cost sensors.[7] The other one is the lack of world 
perception capability which limits the level of autonomy. The inability in interacting with 
the environment makes it impossible for the helicopter to operate in unknown situations. 
Yet the general solution to the second issue does not exist. It remains as an open unsolved 
problem.  
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 The research does not intend to solve the issue in general but tries to realize some 
perception abilities. The research objective is to investigate vision based approach for 
limited positioning which can help the helicopter achieve smooth soft landing and be able 
to hover in case of GPS degradation.  
 As for the ASV study, our objective is to make the unmanned boat follow the given 
trajectory robustly based on low cost sensors which include a rate gyro and a GPS with 
total cost less than $100USD.   
1.4 Outcomes of the research 
The thesis work has resulted in the following accomplishments: 
• Developed stereo vision based control system for unmanned helicopter. 
• Proposed and implemented the stereo vision based above-the-ground height 
measurement for landing. 
• Proposed and verified a two-stage landing approach. 
• Developed landmark based positioning with stereo vision for autonomous 
hovering. 
• Developed the control system for the robotic boat. 
• Developed a new mathematical model for the planar motion of a boat without 
dependence on its heading angle. 
• Designed and implemented robust course following controller for the unmanned 
boat.  
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1.5 Organization of the thesis  
 Since it is of little direct relevance between the studies of UAV and ASV. The thesis 
is organized into two self-contained parts. The part one describes the stereo vision based 
sensing and control for the unmanned helicopter. The part two presents the research in 
development of the low cost robotic boat. 
 The content of part one includes chapter 2, chapter 3 and chapter 4.  
 In chapter 2 we introduce the unmanned helicopter platform and describe the 
experimental system development including both hardware and software. 
 In chapter 3 we present the Least Mean Square (LMS) plane fitting method for 
height-above-the-ground estimation and the two-stage landing control approach. 
 In chapter 4 we detail the local positioning with colored landmark by using stereo 
vision and present the autonomous hovering experiment with stereo vision only. 
 The content of part two includes chapter 5, chapter 6 and chapter 7. 
 Chapter 5 presents the development of experimental system for the robotic boat. 
 Chapter 6 reviews the existing mathematical models and presents the developed new 
model for the planar motion of the boat. 
 Chapter 7 details the robust controller design and shows the experimental results.  
 In chapter 8, we conclude the research study and discuss future work. 
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2.1 The helicopter and avionics 
 The helicopter platform we used in the research is a 40cc gasoline engine powered 
model helicopter(see Fig. 3). The specification is shown in Table 1. Remote control of the 
helicopter is realized by a set of servomotors, radio receiver and transmitter. Flying 
command is sent to the servomotors though the pair of radio receiver and transmitter. The 
servomotors then actuate the throttle, main collective pitch, cyclic pitch and tail collective 
pitch accordingly so as to control the behavior of the helicopter. The throttle controls 
engine power; main collective pitch controls the main rotor thrust; cyclic pitch controls the 
direction of main rotor thrust thus the roll, pitch, forward-backward and left-right motion; 
the tail collective pitch controls the yaw motion by changing the tail thrust. Under manual 
control, radio transmitter provides 4 channels namely throttle/pitch, aileron (controls roll 
and left-right motion), elevator (controls pitch and forward-backward motion) and rudder 
(controls yaw motion).  Note that the throttle and main collective pitch is controlled in one 
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channel. The individual control is realized by a preprogrammed static correlation between 
stick movement /collective pitch and stick movement / throttle respectively. 
Table 1 Specification of the research helicopter 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
Fuselage Length 1467 mm 
Fuselage Width 245 mm 
Main Rotor Span 1790 mm 
Tail Rotor Span 273 mm 
Mass 9 kg 
Max. Payload around 8 kg 
 
 In realizing automatic control we take advantage of the existing remote control 
infrastructure by making use of the radio channels and servo actuating mechanism. This 
approach saves us time from building another implementation. Directly, the flight 
computer replaces the human operator to achieve automatic control. The implementation 
concept is illustrated in Fig. 8. The approach exploits the “trainer” function provided by the 
transmitter, which is designed for training a new pilot. When in “trainer” mode, two 
transmitters are connected together; the control authority can be given to or taken back 
from the new pilot when the skilled pilot toggles a switch on the transmitter. In the 
configuration, the flight control computer acts like the new pilot. We can switch the control 
authority from human pilot to computer and vice verse conveniently by toggling the 
“trainer” switch.  
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Fig. 8 Autonomous control implementation concept. The sources of control authority either from 
human operator or from the flight control computer can be selected via the trainer switch. 
 
 Avionics are necessary for implementing autonomous flight. With consideration of 
the limited payload and space available on the helicopter, the hardware are carefully 
selected with balance in performance, power consumption, weight and size. The avionics 
are composed by an AHRS (Attitude Heading Reference System), a GPS receiver, a 3D 
vision system and processors. The resultant avionic box weighs 4.5kg including all 
sensors, processors, battery, cables and mounting materials. It is within the payload limit of 
the studied helicopter. The picture of the avionic box is shown in Fig. 9. The specifications 
of sensors and processors are described in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. 
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Fig. 9 The avionic box whose total weight is 4.5 kg 
Table 2 Sensor Specifications 
Sensor Power Consumption Weight Interface Performance Specification 
AHRS < 4 w 770 g RS-232 Update rate:  > 60Hz 
GPS 1.8 w 56 g RS-232 
Position accuracy: 1.8m 
Velocity accuracy: 0.03 m/s 
Update rate: 10 Hz 
Stereo 
Camera 2.1 w 375 g IEEE 1394 
Baseline: 12 cm 
Horizontal field of view: 50° 
Max. frame rate: 15 fps 
  
Table 3 Summary of processors: function and configuration 
Processor Name Function Description Configuration 
Ampro800 Vision processing 
Pentium M 1.4 GHz 
512 MB RAM 
1 GB CompactFlash disk 
Windows 2000 
PCM3350 Real time control NS Geode 300MHz 
128 MB RAM 
256 MB CompactFlash disk 
RTLinux Pro 
SH2 Sensor interfacing and 
communication 
RISC Microcomputer: 10 MHz Clock 
No operating system 
 
Victor7230 Data logging and GUI Pentium III 933 MHz 
256 MB RAM 
30 GB hard disk 
Windows XP 
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2.2 Flight control system 
2.2.1  Requirement analysis 
 The fundamental requirement for the system is the ability to execute control law in 
real time. Also data-logging function is essential for designing, analyzing and evaluating 
the controller. To be able to monitor vehicle status and issue commands, a user-friendly 
MMI(Man Machine Interface) is necessary. In addition to above stated operational 
requirements, the system should 
• be easy to setup.  
• be easy for debugging and diagnostics.   
• support sensor replacement with minimal re-coding.  
• satisfy most common research requirements of the group members under a unified 
framework. This will boost reliabilities by encouraging everyone to share the same 
code base for common tasks such as matrix manipulation and sensor data 
processing.  
• provide flexibility for adaptation. Users are able to implement their specific 
application under the common framework. 
 
2.2.2 System architecture 
 With the requirements in mind, we follow a module based loose-coupled design 
discipline. The system is decomposed into three modules: sensor aggregation module, real 
time control module and GUI module.  
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 The sensor aggregation module interfaces with each sensors and sends the 
aggregated sensor data through a predefined protocol to the real time control module. This 
design removes direct couples between real time control module and sensors. If sensor 
interface is changed, (i.e. change to another brand of sensor) the only place we need to 
adapt is the sensor aggregation module.  The real time control module won’t be affected.  
 The real time control module executes control laws. It communicates with sensor 
aggregation module, runs controllers and sends control commands to helicopter system 
architecture through interface with the radio transmitter. The sensor data and control 
command are simultaneously sent to GUI modules for logging and monitoring. This design 
distributes the logging and user interfacing function to separate module to simplify the real 
time control task for better real time performance. 
 The GUI module receives sensor and control data from real time control module and 
provides users with graphical presentation. Also the GUI module provides user interfaces 
to interact with the system such as issue flight command, toggle function switch and so on. 
 The system architecture is shown in Fig. 10. The whole system is composed by the 
onboard system, ground system and R/C system. The sensor aggregation module together 
with all sensors constitutes the onboard system. The real time control module and GUI 
module constitutes the ground system. The communication between modules is shown in 
Fig. 11. 
 Each functional module runs on its dedicated processor and communicates with 
related module. The loose-coupled design gives freedom in implementing each module 
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Real Time 
Control Module 
GUI Module 
Sensor 
aggregation 
module 
 
Fig. 10  Architectural view of the flight control system. The system consists of sensor aggregation 
module, real time control module and GUI module. 
function. Sensor aggregation module interfaces with each sensor and also with the real 
time control module by RS-232 serial link. The real time control module connects to radio 
transmitter through a RS-232 to PPM (Pulse Position Modulation) converter [8]. The GUI 
module communicates with the real time control module through UDP/IP on LAN that 
provides high bandwidth for data transmission. 
 
Fig. 11 Communication diagram between each modules 
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 Implementing the 3-module design involves choosing suitable hardware and 
software. We use a PC104 embedded SBC (Single Board Computer) running RTLinuxPro 
for real time control module. The RTLinuxPro[9] is a real time operating system, which 
can achieve microsecond resolution hard real time performance. The control software is 
realized with the real time service support from the operating system. Developers can focus 
more on the algorithm development without caring for the real time implementation 
problem which is often a hard problem for writing real time program in a MCU(Micro 
Control Unit) without operating system support.  
 The GUI module is implemented on a PC running windows XP. We take advantages 
of the rich support for GUI programming and design the user interface with MFC 
(Microsoft Foundation Class). 
 Task of the sensor aggregation module is relatively simple. It is to communicate with 
each sensors and the real time control module by RS-232. The function is implemented on 
a MCU. 
 
2.3 Software framework 
 Following the 3-module partition, the software are clearly identified as the 
corresponding 3 counterparts: GUI software for the GUI module, real time control 
software for the real time control module and sensor communication software for the 
sensor aggregation module. 
 Based on the software’s generality, we separate them into two classes: infrastructure 
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class and customer class. The infrastructure class is the software parts that change seldom 
and serve as the fundamental components for the system. The customer class is the 
software which depends on the individual design of users. Typical customer class software 
are the control law implementation part and the vision processing part as shown in Fig.12. 
Each one would design and implement different control algorithm. With this definition, the 
software components can be classified as those shown in Table 4.  
 
Fig. 12 Overall software organization 
Table 4 Software function and classification 
Module Name Sub Function Classification 
GUI Data logging User interfacing 
Sensor Aggregation Process sensor data and interface with 
real time control module 
Infrastructure 
Communication  
Control loop execution 
Matrix operation 
Infrastructure 
Real time control 
Control law implementation Customer 
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  To enable rapid development and avoid reworking on the same software function,  
we establish a framework by grouping the infrastructure class software and making 
customization interface for the customer class software. Under the unified framework, 
users can focus on developing the customer software part through the provided interface. 
The framework would increase work efficiency and reduce chances for bugs.  
Real time control module is the key part in the framework. It includes two threads. 
One is RT (Real Time) thread for executing control law, the other one is normal Linux 
thread which communicates with the RT thread and interfaces with the GUI software. The 
communication between the two threads is realized by using shared memory, which offers 
fast bulk data transfer. The RT thread runs the control law at 50Hz. At every running 
instance, it reads reference commands and sensor data, executes control law, sends control 
commands to helicopter and writes log data on the shared memory. The control law 
customization is achieved by enforcing a unified interface. Any implementation satisfying 
the interface specification can be run in the framework. The interface defines two 
prototype functions:  
 int controller_reset(…); 
 int controller_run(…);  
The function controller_reset() is called before the control law executing. Necessary 
initialization work is done in this function. When run in automatic control mode, 
controller_run() is called every 20ms. Figure 13 illustrates the RT thread task and the 
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control law interface. 
 
Fig. 13 RT task flow and control law execution interface 
The GUI module logs all control data including sensor readings, controller output 
and given commands. It provides convenient ways for observing system status and issuing 
control command. The physical connection status of sensor link and radio transmitter 
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interface is reflected by color icon shown in GUI window. The states of helicopter are 
monitored through an aircraft-instrument view. Important sensor data are displayed. The 
GUI also provides scope function, which enables user to monitor the time history of 
specific sensor data in real time. Commands to controller can be sent either by clicking 
navigation button or by entering text command in command window. Figure 14 shows a 
GUI view. 
 
Fig. 14 GUI based Man Machine Interface 
2.4 About the previous version 
  By far, the flight control system is presented. It will be referred as “nFCS” (means 
new Flight Control System) to differentiate it from the old version indicated by “oFCS” 
which will be introduced in the following text. The introduction of the old one is to keep 
the reference integrity since the study of landing is based on the old system.  
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 The “oFCS” does not integrate the GPS due to the weight limitation. The only 
sensors equipped are the AHRS and the stereo camera which are the same as the ones in the 
“nFCS”. The vision processing computer is stealth SBC (Single Board Computer) which is 
1.5kg and configured with Intel PIII 1.13GHz CPU and 512MB memory. The total weight 
of the “oFCS” is about 5.5kg. A picture of the “oFCS”, the stealth SBC and the GUI are 
shown in Fig. 15. 
 
(a),  The “oFCS” mounted on the helicopter 
 
(b), The Stealth SBC  
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(c), GUI of the control software  
Fig. 15 The old flight control system 
2.5 Summary 
 A SF40 small helicopter is used as our research platform. Without violating the 
space and payload constraints, an attitude sensor, a GPS and a stereo camera together with 
the necessary processors constitute the avionics for the unmanned helicopter. All sensors 
and processors are Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products. The flight control system 
consists of sensor aggregation module, real time control module and GUI module. It is 
designed based on least coupling principle. A common control software framework is 
developed in order to promote productivity and reduce chances of errors in the course of 
code development. The unified control law execution interface makes it flexible and easy 
in realizing different control algorithms. The flight control system is the cornerstone in 
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carrying out the experimental study.  
In an attempt to avoid confusion on the flight control systems, the old version is also 
introduced. Since in the context of the thesis about vision based study both versions are 
used. The vision based landing study is based on the old flight control system and the new 
version is used in the vision based hovering research.  To make it simple for later reference, 
we use “oFCS” to represent the old flight control system and “nFCS” to represent the new 
one.  
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 The vision based landing for unmanned helicopter is the first step in the study 
towards complete flying autonomy. It has great practical implication for safe and efficient 
autonomous operations.  This chapter reviews the related studies and details the vision 
based height estimation and control strategy.  
3.1 Literature review 
3.1.1  Overview of the study of autonomous helicopter 
 Autonomous unmanned helicopter has been an area of active research for many 
years.  The modeling , control and sensing strategies are the most discussed subjects in 
literature.  
 The mathematical model is necessary for simulation study and it is also the base for 
designing model-based controllers. Analytical method and system identification are 
applied in the model development. In[10], a rather complete model was developed for 
helicopters with single main rotor considering the blade motion, inflow, and effect of 
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downwash of main rotor. In [11], a parameterized model for a small-scale rotorcraft 
dynamics was developed and identified using frequency domain identification methods 
with the tool CIFER (Comprehensive Identification  from FrEquency Responses analysis 
tool+). Another mathematical model for small helicopter with emphasis on the dynamics of 
the flybar was discussed in [12]. The UAV Lab. of Chiba University developed attitude 
model and translational model based on experimental identification. [13] 
 In fact of the underactuated, cross coupled and unstable dynamics, control of a small 
helicopter is a challenging task. The unmanned helicopters become evaluation testbeds for 
various control approaches. Both classical and modern, linear and nonlinear, model based 
and knowledge based, stationary and adaptive control methods are reported in application, 
such as PID control used in [14-16], Linear Quadratic (LQ) optimal control used in 
[13,17,18], H∞ robust control used in [19,20],  model predictive control used in [21,22], 
sliding mode control used in [23], Fuzzy control used in [24,25], reinforcement learning 
control used  in [26], and many others.  
 Comparing with the diverse approaches of modeling and control, the sensing 
methods are relatively limited. For the purpose of control, it is required to know the 
vehicle’s attitude and position. Nowadays the most applied method for attitude sensing is 
to use a strap-down Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) which consists of rate gyros and 
accelerometers. There exists other less common methods such as the multi-antenna GPS 
                                                 
+
 CIFER is a system identification software jointly developed by U.S. army and University of California, 
Santa Cruz. It provides integrated procedure for identification and model structure determination. 
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system for attitude estimation used in the Stanford HUMMINGBIRD autonomous 
helicopter.[14] As for the position measurement, the GPS based methods are of the 
majority. Besides the GPS, no other options could provide equivalent global positioning 
capability right now. Yet there exists some methods for local positioning such the visual 
odometer developed at CMU[15] and a dual camera system with color markers for pose 
estimation [27]. The SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) which is currently 
under active study is another possibility for local positioning and navigation.  
3.1.2  Autonomous landing 
 The hovering ability is one unique characteristic for the helicopter. Reasonably, the 
study of moderate motion near hovering state has been the focus of most research till now. 
Another important capability of the helicopter, Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL), 
has not been equally addressed. However, autonomous landing is very important for 
practical applications. The research groups at USC (University of Southern California) and 
Berkeley (University of California, Berkeley) are two of the few players in studying the 
autonomous landing for unmanned helicopter. 
 The USC’s landing approach is to land the helicopter on a preset level landing pad. 
It assumes that there is a well-defined geometric shape as the landing target, and all the 
feature points of the landing target are coplanar.[28] With the prior knowledge of the 
landing target, a monocular camera is used to detect and find it. When the target is 
successfully recognized, the relative position of the landing pad with respect to the 
helicopter is calculated based on the imaging data. Then navigation command is generated 
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to instruct the behavior-based motion controller[16] to move the helicopter to be aligned 
with the landing pad. Finally, the helicopter is controlled to descend till touchdown with 
the height measured by D-GPS (Differential GPS) at high altitude and sonar sensor near 
the  ground.  
 In this approach, the success of landing depends on the reliability of the vision 
system in recognizing the landing pad. Failing to find it will make the landing 
unaccomplishable. The landing pad detection is realized by exploiting the Hu moments[29] 
of geometric shapes which are unique and invariant with respect to rotation, translation and 
scaling. Unfortunately, they are not invariant to shearing. Change of the relative orientation 
between camera’s optical axis and the object plane will cause image shearing. The pitching 
and rolling of the helicopter will obviously make it happen. Possible improvement could be 
achieved by mounting the camera on the helicopter via a gimbal, which was suggested in 
[28]. The effect of lighting, often a  problematic issue for image processing, is another 
factor to be considered.  
 
Fig. 16  The USC helicopter landing on a helipad (Source: 
http://www-robotics.usc.edu/~avatar/images/photos/landing1-2.jpg  ) 
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 The Berkeley’s approach[30,31] is similar to the USC’s in the way that it also relies 
on a known landing target. The difference is that the shape pattern of the landing pad is 
more complex and the vision processing algorithm is more supplicated. In addition, by 
using the specially designed shape pattern, the rotation and position with respect to the 
landing pad can be recovered. This information is used to generate landing profile. The 
method depends on the spatial and order information encoded in the carefully designed 
pattern (see Fig.17) to solve the ego-motion estimation problem. More information is 
gained by this approach yet with the cost of computational complexity.  
 
 
Fig. 17 Landing pad pattern (left) and order design of feature points (right) [28] 
 
Fig. 18 Vision based landing at Berkeley (Source: http://fdcl.kaist.ac.kr/%7Ehcshim/) 
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3.2 Stereo vision based landing 
3.2.1  Landing in unknown environment 
 The use of a known pattern for landing is a straightforward and effective approach 
in structured environment. The landing pad can be placed in a cooperative manner to make 
the process easy and safe. For example, human operators can choose the landing area in 
favoring the conditions for a successful landing by keeping it to be flat, big enough, 
without interfering color or light. The landing pad can be placed where it is expected to be. 
The approach is suitable for the well-controlled situation. But there are still some 
limitations for practical operations: 
 Insufficient to handle emergent landing such as in case of communication loss, out of 
fuel and so on. 
 To set up the landing pad, somebody has to go to the target place. 
 The requirement of landing pad adds cost and operating burden. 
It is beneficial to enable the unmanned helicopter to land autonomously in unknown 
environment. Since the world is non-cooperative, the capability will make it more robust in 
handling uncertainty.  
To be capable of landing in unstructured environment successfully, two fundamental 
problems have to be solved. One is the perception problem and the other is the control 
problem. The perception problem deals with the ability to sense and interpret the 
environment to find the right landing place. And the control problem reflects the ability to 
control the vehicle to complete the landing task accurately and safely.  
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In the study, stereo vision is used to solve the perception problem and a two-stage 
landing strategy is proposed to solve the control problem. Both are implemented in the 
hierarchical landing architecture. 
3.2.2  Hierarchical landing architecture 
  Since functions of both perception and control are required to work together for the 
landing task, a hierarchical architecture is designed to make it clear and easy for 
management and development. The architecture is composed by three layers: landing 
planner layer, landing coordinator layer and motion controller layer. Each layer may 
consist of several functional modules. The architecture is illustrated in Fig. 19. 
Perception
Attitude controller Position controller Landing controllerVelocity controller
Coordination & Command
Decision Landing Planner Layer
Motion controller Layer
Landing Coordinator Layer
 
Fig. 19 The hierarchical landing architecture 
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 The top layer “landing planner layer” is responsible for percepting the environment 
to find safe landing site and making landing decision. The middle layer “landing 
coordinator layer” coordinates the low level motion controllers in order to realize the 
motion plan given by the landing planner. The low layer “motion controller layer” contains 
the low level motion controllers responsible for stabilizing each basic motion modes. 
Specifically, the layer includes not only the landing controller but also others: attitude 
controller, velocity controller and position controller. The inclusion is necessary since 
during landing these controllers have to be properly coordinated to handle the discontinuity 
arose from the landing touchdown.  
 The architecture presents our general idea in developing and implementing the 
autonomous landing. In this thesis work, only part of the functions in the architectural 
framework is investigated: the landing controller in the low layer and the perception for 
landing decision in the top layer. Function of the coordination layer is not studied because 
we were unable to implement it in experiment due to the helicopter’s engine trouble since 
2005. The landing controller design including sensing method, control strategy, and 
experimental result will be presented first in the following text. Followed, our preliminary 
study on safe landing area detection will be introduced.  
3.3 Height estimation 
 The relative height between the helicopter and the landing target is required for 
landing decision and control. As is known, GPS can provide the height information 
globally. But to measure the relative height with GPS, an accurate elevation map of the 
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terrain is required. Nevertheless, the measurement is less reliable since GPS is prone to 
suffer from multipath and radio signal obstruction at low altitude. Instead, stereo vision 
system can measure the relative height directly. What’s more, it also provides additional 
information such as color, texture and patterns. We use stereo vision to measure the height 
above the surface and to find safe landing site. 
3.3.1  Basics of stereo vision 
  Cameras work by projecting the world scene onto their image plane. In the process 
of projection, the depth information is lost. We can know the look of a scene but cannot 
know the exact distance. With one view of a camera, the depth cannot be recovered. The 
principle is presented by the simple pinhole camera model shown in Fig. 20. It illustrates 
that a scene point [ ]: TP X Y Z is projected onto the image plane as ' ' ' ': TP X Y Z    
through the pinhole denoted by O. 
 
Fig. 20  Pinhole camera model 
P 
P’ 
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Examining the geometric relationship between the point P and its image P’, we can obtain 
equation shown in Eq. (3.1). 
'
'
fX X
Z
fY Y
Z

= −

 = −

      ( 3.1) 
It projects a 3D scene point into a 2D image point. In reverse, the scene point cannot be 
determined by simply knowing its image point. With the help of stereo vision the position 
of scene point could be recovered.  
 Stereo vision determines the position of a scene point by knowing different views of 
the same point. This can be achieved by using multiple cameras or by using a single camera 
to take multiple views. The canonical binocular stereo vision is a common used 
configuration which consists of two parallel-arranged cameras separated by a baseline of 
distance b as shown in Fig. 21. The Bumblebee stereo vision system used in the research is 
of this type. 
 In the figure the stereo vision system consists of two pinhole cameras. The cameras 
are represented by their optical center(pinhole) O and corresponding image planes denoted 
by C. Superscript L and R are used to refer the left and right camera respectively. The scene 
point P has its image point PL in the left camera and PR in the right one. The job of stereo 
vision is to find the scene point [ ]: TP X Y Z  based on its known image point 
' ' ':
TL
L L LP X Y Z    and 
' ' ':
TR
R R RP X Y Z   . Using the pinhole camera model of Eq. 
(3.1), we can get the following relationship. 
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Fig. 21  Geometry of the canonical binocular stereo vision 
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where ' 'R LX X∆ = −  is the disparity value. 
 Before Eq. (3.2) can be used to calculate the position of the scene point, the disparity 
value of the image points corresponding to the same scene point must be found. The 
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Bumblebee stereo vision system uses the SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) method to 
find the disparity. When disparity value is known, the scene point’s position is obtained. 
max
min
2 2
2 2
min ( , ) ( , )
m md
right leftd d
m mi j
I x i y j I x i d y j
=
=− =−
∆ = + + − + + +	 	   ( 3.3) 
where: 
1) mind   and maxd  define the disparity range to search. 
2) m defines the window size to work on. 
3) leftI  and rightI  represent the image intensity of the left and right image respectively. 
3.3.2  Height estimation by planefitting 
  The output from a stereo vision system contains the position information of all 
scene points in view. This kind of output is different from the conventional sensors which 
normally output only one measurement of the measured quantity one time. This one-to-one 
relationship is quite unambiguous. However, in the stereo vision’s case, such relationship 
is not obvious. We have to find a way to estimate the height by using the set of measured 
points.  
 One simple method is to use stereo vision in the same way as a conventional sensor. 
Instead of using all measured data, one of them can be selected as the measurement, i.e. the 
position of the point whose projection is on the image center. In this way the stereo vision 
works just like a laser distance meter. The method does not exploit the amount of data from 
stereo vision, and the measurement is not reliable since it is not sure that the designed point 
could be measured. Also errors caused by attitude change have to explicitly compensated 
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for better accuracy.  
 We propose the planefitting method for height estimation. The method utilizes all 
measured data by fitting them to a plane, and then calculates the perpendicular distance to 
it as the result. The method assumes the area viewed by the camera is flat enough to be 
approximated with a plane with reasonable accuracy. The assumption is ensured to be 
satisfied by the landing planner (introduced in last section) which will find flat area for safe 
landing.  
 Suppose there are N measured data,  we use pi to index each point which is positioned 
at [xi,yi,zi]T. The reference frame used is the camera’s coordinate system shown in Fig. 22. 
The camera is mounted on the helicopter with a downward view. The area it looks at is the 
candidate landing place, and it is fitted to the plane defined by Eq. (3.4). 
: 0Tn ppi =       ( 3.4) 
whrere [ ]Tn a b c d=  is the plane’s parameter and [ ]1 Tp x y z=  is the 
homogeneous coordinate of a point on the plane. 
 
Fig. 22  The camera’s mounting configuration and the definition of the camera’s coordinate system 
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The plane’s parameter can be determined by solving the LMS(Least Mean Square) 
problem.  
2: arg minnn n= Φ      ( 3.5) 
where  
1 1 1
2 2 2
1
1
1N N N
x y z
x y z
x y z
 
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 
   
    ( 3.6) 
represents all points data in view. 
The solution is the eigenvector of TΦ Φ  that corresponds to its least eigenvalue. 
 With the plane determined, height of the helicopter measured from the C.G. (Center 
of Gravity) to the landing surface can be computed by Eq. (3.7). 
2 2 2
c c cax by cz dh
a b c
+ + +
=
+ +
    ( 3.7) 
where [ ]Tc c cx y z  is the coordinate of C.G. in the camera’s frame.  
 The proposed approach has two main advantages: (a), it is insensitive to the 
irregularity of the ground to some extent, (b), it is robust with respect to the helicopter’s 
attitude change. The first property comes from the low pass effect of the LMS planefitting. 
The second property comes from the fact that the algorithm makes all calculations in the 
camera’s frame and the distance calculated is invariant to the rotation. This property is 
especially valuable for the helicopter since its motion is controlled through constant 
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attitude adjustment. 
3.4 Two-stage landing control 
3.4.1  Overall architecture 
  Landing is to descend from some arbitrary height till contacting the ground. We 
divide the process into two phases: descending phase and landing phase. “Descending 
phase” is the descending process of the helicopter until reaching a predefined height. 
“Landing phase” refers to the followed descent till touching the ground. In this study, the 
target height for descending phase is chosen to be 2 meters. At this height, the helicopter 
can fly out of ground effect.  
 
Fig. 23  Two-stage landing 
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 The approach originates from the consideration that the working conditions and 
control requirements for the helicopter vary during landing. In descending phase, the 
helicopter flies out of ground effect while in landing phase it is under the influence. Fast 
response and robustness in the presence of wind disturbance is desirable in the descending 
phase while a smooth response without overshoot is preferred in the landing phase. 
Although it is possible to treat the process as a whole, the separation will make it less 
complex with each phase being specifically treated.  
 Based on this separation, two controllers are designed for the two phases accordingly. 
The two controllers are coordinated by the switching logic as shown in Fig. 24. 
 
Fig. 24  Control scheme for landing 
3.4.2  Controller design 
  The vertical motion of a helicopter is mainly dominated by the lift force generated 
by its main rotor and the gravitational force. When near hovering condition, the dynamics 
from lift force to the vertical displacement can be modeled in the form of a double 
integrator since the effect of resistance is insignificant under this circumstance. By keeping 
the rotating speed of main rotor constant,  the lift is approximately linear with the input to 
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the collective pitch servo. The dynamical model is expressed in Eq. (3.8) where a pure 
delay block is added to model the lumped delay effects from actuator, communication and 
sensor. Here the input is collective pitch servo command and the output is height. 
2( )
L
L
T skH s e
s
−
= ⋅      ( 3.8) 
where Lk  and LT  are constants. 
 In designing the controllers, state space representation of Eq. (3.8) in discrete domain 
is used. 
( 1) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
x k Ax k Bu k
y k Cx k
+ = +

=
     ( 3.9) 
 Stage-1 controller is required to follow certain height reference. It is designed using 
LQI (Linear Quadratic with Integral) method. The integral action is introduced by defining 
the error integral ( )e k . 
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )e k e k y k r k+ = + −      ( 3.10) 
where ( )r k  is the reference. Together with Eq. (3.9), we get the augmented model for 
controller design. 
0 0( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 0 1a a
A B
x k x k u k r k
C
     
+ = + +
  
  
 
−     
  ( 3.11) 
where [ ]( ) ( ) ( ) Tax k x k e k= . The controller can be found by minimizing the cost function 
shown in Eq. (3.12) with weights Q and R properly selected. 
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J x n Qx n u n Ru n
∞
=
= +	     ( 3.12) 
where 0, 0T TQ Q R R= ≥ = > . 
 Stage-2 controller controls the landing phase which starts from a predefined height 
till touchdown. This phase requires careful control to achieve safe landing. The height 
above the ground and the descending velocity must be controlled. In the design, we first 
plan the position and velocity for landing, and then design controller to follow the specified 
landing profile.  
 The landing is planned to be finished in M sampling steps with initial height ih and 
terminal height fh . Descending velocity and other states are expected to be zeros. Let iX  
and fX  represent the initial state and final state accordingly. Based on the discrete 
dynamic model shown in Eq. (3.9),  we can express fX in terms of iX  and the 
corresponding input 
r
u . 
1
0
( 1 )
M
M i
f i r
i
X A X A Bu M i
−
=
= + − −	     ( 3.13) 
The equation is linear with 
r
u since iX  and fX  are known. The reference input ru  with 
least energy is found by Eq. (3.14). 
1( )T T
r
u P PP R−=       ( 3.14) 
where 1 2M MP A B A B B− − =   , 
M
f iR X A X= − .  Knowing the reference input, the 
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desired landing trajectory can be determined by propagation of  Eq. (3.9) such as  
1
0
( ) ( 1 ), 0,1,2, ,
k
k i
r i r
i
x k A X A Bu k i k M
−
=
= + − − =	    ( 3.15) 
 In order to follow the landing profile, we use LQI method to design the feedback 
controller. The mathematical model for controller design is shown in Eq. (3.16). 
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The integral action is introduced by Eq. (3.18) and the augmented system equation is 
shown in Eq. (3.19). 
( 1) ( ) ( )e k e k y k+ = +         ( 3.18) 
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   ( 3.19) 
Control law of the augmented system is obtained by solving standard LQR problem. And 
then control law of the original system is determined by Eq. (3.20). 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
r
u k u k u k= +       ( 3.20) 
The block diagram illustrating structure of Stage-2 controller is shown in Fig.25.  
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Fig. 25  Block diagram of Stage-2 controller 
 
3.4.3  Switching logic 
  Switching logic is responsible for coordinating the two controllers: Stage-1 
controller and Stage-2 controller. We use a simple FSM (Finite State Machine) for the 
switching.  
 Two states corresponding to the two phases during the landing are defined in the 
FSM model. When a landing is initiated, it enters the state of descending phase which is 
controlled by the Stage-1 controller. It remains in the state until the predefined height target 
is reached and at the same time the vertical velocity is around zero with small magnitude. 
Then Stage-1 controller is switched to Stage-2 controller to enter the landing phase and it 
regulates the height and descending velocity till touchdown.  
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Fig. 26  Switching logic 
3.5 Landing experiments 
  The two-stage control strategy is verified through two experiments. The first one is 
a mimic landing and the second one does the real touchdown. In the experiments, the 
vertical motion of the helicopter is controlled by the proposed controller, but the horizontal 
motion is controlled manually. That is because positioning sensor (GPS) was not able to be 
integrated at that time and thus horizontal motion could not be controlled. (Be reminded 
that the old version of control system was used in the experiments). Nevertheless, the 
experiments are believed to be sufficient in evaluating the controllers’ performance since 
controllers for horizontal and vertical motion are treated independently[13], and manual 
operation can provide equivalent effect on the landing controller. 
 In both experiments, Stage-2 controllers are designed to complete the landing phase 
in 10 seconds. 
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3.5.1  Mimic landing experiment 
  The experiment performs mimic landing by virtually increasing ground level by 2m. 
Specifically, the target height for stage-1 controller is set to 4m which is exactly the initial 
height for stage-2 controller. The final height of stage-2 controller is set to be 2m. By doing 
so, the height of ground level is virtually increased and the helicopter is to land on the 
virtual ground surface. The height trajectory is presented in Fig. 27. 
 
Fig. 27  Trajectory of height and reference during mimic landing 
The figure shows history of the commanded height(blue) and its corresponding response 
(green). At first the helicopter is controlled to fly up to 6.7m and then descend to the height 
of 4m. At the time around 112s, stage-1 controller is switched to stage-2 controller to enter 
the landing phase. The shaded portion in the figure is the time when stage-2 controller is in 
action. After that stage-1 controller is switched back to move the helicopter to the height of 
5m. The corresponding velocity is shown in Fig. 28. 
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Fig. 28  Velocity history in mimic landing experiment 
3.5.2  Real landing experiment 
  The real landing starts at the height of 5.5m above the ground. At the time of 20s, it 
enters the descending phase with the target height of 2m. In experiment, the stage-2 
controller is not switched on instantly after reaching the specified height. That is for the 
safety consideration because the helicopter can hardly be recovered at such a low altitude if 
something unexpected happens. The prolonged time of hovering at 2m is required for the 
operator to confirm the helicopter’s status and be well prepared for the real touching down 
process. After the waiting time, stage-2 controller is switched on at the time of 67s.  Ten 
seconds later, the helicopter lands on the ground. The plots of height and velocity are 
presented in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 respectively. 
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Switching time
 
Fig. 29  Trajectory of height and reference in landing experiment 
 
Switching time
 
Fig. 30  Velocity history in landing experiment 
It is observed that the height measurement is quite noisy after the time around 75s. This is 
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because that the height below 30cm is estimated by integrating the acceleration twice since 
the Bumblebee cannot measure distance nearer than 30cm. The acceleration noise 
contributes to the noisy measurement.  
3.6 Safe landing site selection 
3.6.1  Necessary conditions for safe landing 
  Safe landing can be interpreted from different perspective. To make it 
unambiguous, in this study we refer a safe landing of unmanned helicopter as a smooth 
descending process followed by a soft touching ground action without causing any damage 
or instability such as rolling-over. The landing controller discussed in pervious section is 
necessary but it cannot guarantee the safety. As a common sense, it is more likely to 
succeed in a flat area than in a rocky place. The characteristics of the landing area must be 
taken into consideration.  
 We propose four conditions for evaluating safety factor of a landing site: 
1) The area should be big enough to accommodate the footprint of a helicopter. 
2) The landing area should be planar and the slope angle of the area should be 
within the tolerance that a safe landing could withstand. 
3) The planar landing place should be smooth without severe irregularities. 
4) The area is landable. The surface should be stiff enough to support the helicopter 
on it levelly.  
 The four conditions state basic requirements for a good landing site. However an area 
satisfying these conditions does not necessarily guarantee absolute safety but will only 
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increase the probability in achieving so.  The first three conditions specify the geometric 
requirements. The fourth condition puts constraints on the nature of the surface. It prevents 
the helicopter from landing on areas satisfying the first three conditions but failing to 
provide enough support such as water, treetops or mud. But the fourth condition is difficult 
to evaluate and it deserves maybe another thesis work. The first three conditions are 
studied based on stereo vision in this study.  
3.6.2  Virtual landing pad 
  In structured landing situation[28,30,31] , the landing pad specifies the landing 
place which is ensured to satisfy the safe conditions in prior. While in unstructured 
environment, there exists no landing pad. The unmanned helicopter has to search over the 
ground to find a virtual one. It is called “virtual” because no landing pad actually exists at 
all. A virtual landing pad is the area on the ground that has the same dimension as that of an 
actual landing pad. 
  The dimension of the virtual landing pad is determined based on that of the helicopter. 
For the ease of manipulation, the shape of landing pad is limited to be a square. Let MR  be 
the radius of the smallest circle that enclose the helicopter’s footprint, and MD  be the 
space margin, then the lateral length of the landing pad is set according to Eq. (3.21). 
( )2s M ML R D= +      ( 3.21) 
 In looking for a good landing site, the virtual landing pad is tried to place over the 
ground iteratively. For each iteration, the quality of the landing pad is evaluated. The 
search continues until a satisfied place is found. In the process the search pattern greatly 
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affects the computational complexity. Pixel by pixel search has the best spatial resolution 
but it is the worst in computational efficiency. Due to the limited computing power 
available in the unmanned helicopter platform, algorithms that are greedy for computation 
time are not desirable. We make a compromise between the spatial resolution and 
computational efficiency in choosing the search pattern. Instead of pixel by pixel, the 
proposed search pattern is a block by block scheme. The block size is chosen to be one half 
of the virtual landing pad’s lateral length.  
  2s sB L=       ( 3.22) 
The search scope around one virtual landing pad is limited to its 4 one-block spaced 
neighbors. The definition of one-block spaced neighbor is shown in Fig.4. 
 
A 
B 
C 
D 
 
Fig. 31  Virtual landing pad(the solid square) and its 4 one-block spaced neighbors (dashed squares 
labeled by A, B, C, D respectively) 
 The search pattern is defined recursively as follows: 
1) The first place to search is the virtual landing pad at the center of the depth image. 
2) The remaining search targets are generated by search the 4 one-block spaced 
neighbors for each already searched areas recursively. This recursion stops when the 
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target is out of the image. 
3) Remove the duplicated area caused by step 2. 
To lower the on-line computing burden, the search targets can be computed offline and 
store in look-up table for online use. Figure 32 shows some examples of the search pattern. 
 
(1)  (2)  (3) 
 
(4)  (5) 
 
(6) 
 
(7) 
 
(8) 
 
(9) 
 
Fig. 32  An example of search pattern for virtual landing pad. The dark square represents the virtual 
landing pad on an area which is 4 times as big as the landing pad. 
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3.6.3  Risk assessment 
  Since the locations of virtual landing pads are determined. The next task is to 
analyze whether the virtual landing pad at the specific location favors a safe landing. Based 
on the conditions for a safe landing candidate discussed in §3.6.1, the size, slope angle and 
roughness have to be examined. While the virtual landing pad explicitly guarantees the size 
to be large enough to accommodate a helicopter, slope angle and roughness of the landing 
area need to be further analyzed. The two properties are evaluated by studying the 
planefitting result of the virtual landing pad. 
 The area specified by the virtual landing pad is fitted to a plane Ξ . 
:z ax by cΞ = + +      ( 3.23) 
where x,y,z are the coordinates defined in the camera’s frame of a point on the plane, and 
a,b,c are parameters that determine the plane. The best-fit plane in the sense of LMS error 
can be obtained by Eq. (3.24). 
[ ] ( ) 1T T Ta b c Z−= Γ Γ Γ     ( 3.24) 
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The residual error of the fitting is  
 [ ]TE Z a b c= − Γ      ( 3.25) 
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With the fitted plane, the area’s slope angle is given by Eq. (3.26). 
2 2
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    ( 3.26) 
The condition 2 can be evaluated by checking if the relationship is satisfied.  
L Tα θ≤       ( 3.27) 
where Tθ  is the threshold for acceptable slope angle. 
 The roughness is assessed through analysis of the planefitting residual errors E. 
Three statistics of E are defined and examined: 
1) Root mean square error: V 
2
1
1 n
i
i
V e
n
=
= 	        ( 3.28) 
where ie  is an element of the residual error E defined in Eq. (3.25). 
2) Maximum of absolute error: W 
1...
max ii n
W e
=
=        ( 3.29) 
3) Percentage of large errors: U. 
1...
( )i Ti ncount e eU
n
=
≥
=       ( 3.30) 
where Te  defines the lowest boundary of the classified large errors in magnitude, and 
count() defines the operator shown in the following pseudo code. 
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 With the above-stated statistics on the fitting residue, we have the following intuitive 
observations on the quality of plane fitting.  
 A good plane fitting indicates planar smoothness of the underlying ground surface.  
 For a good landing site all the 3 statistics should be small.   
 The value of maximum absolute error shows the maximum deviation from the fitted 
plane which is generally an indication on the irregularity of the ground surface.  
 The percentage of big errors gives a hint on how well the flat ground assumption is. If 
this value is greater than a certain value, we may not assume the area is flat any more. 
As a consequence, the uneven area is not desirable for landing. 
Using the 3 statistics together with the evaluation criteria for slope angle in Eq. (3.27), we 
define the decision vector S. 
[ ]TLS V W Uα=     ( 3.31) 
Whether the landing area is good or not is judged by simply comparing S to the predefined 
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threshold TS . An area is classified as safe for landing if Eq. (3.33) is true. 
[ ]TT T T T TS V W Uθ=     ( 3.32) 
TS S≤        ( 3.33) 
3.6.4  Experimental results 
  The proposed safe landing site selection algorithm is implemented in MATLAB 
and is tested against the real flight aerial images. The images are collected by manually 
controlling the helicopter to fly over an area with artificial obstacles i.e. boxes in hovering 
state. Performance of the algorithm is evaluated by success rate in locating the right safe 
landing area. We test the algorithm on 18 different images. The total number of landing 
candidate areas examined is 93, and 87 of which are successfully classified. The success 
rate is 93.5%. An example of the processed result based on the parameters specified in 
Table 5 is presented. 
Table 5  Parameter setting for safe landing site selection 
Parameter Value 
sL  1m 
Tθ  15° 
TV  15cm  
TW  50cm 
Te  30cm 
TU  5% 
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Fig. 33  Raw aerial image with two boxes as obstacles 
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Fig. 34  Depth image from stereo vision. Small depth means near distance from the camera. Unit of the 
color bar is in meter and the image is coordinated by pixel position. 
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Fig. 35  Downsampled depth image and the search pattern. Each candidate landing area consists of 4 
small 50cm-by-50cm squares. The search starts from the image center and goes outside. The boundary 
part smaller than a block is ignored. Thus not all area may be covered.    
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Fig. 36  RMS planefitting error and slope angle of each candidate landing site. 
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Fig. 37 Max. error of planefitting and slope angle of each candidate landing site. 
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Fig. 38 Detected safe landing site indicated by green 
3.7 Summary 
  This chapter presents a hierarchical landing control strategy based on stereo vision. 
The landing task is to be achieved by collaboration among the perception and decision 
layer, coordination layer, and motion control layer. The perception and decision layer 
includes the proposed stereo vision based landing site selection algorithm. And the motion 
control layer includes the two-stage landing controller with height above the ground 
estimated by the planefitting method. Corresponding experiments have demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach.  
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 Last chapter shows the application of stereo vision for measuring height above the 
ground in landing control of an unmanned helicopter. This chapter will discuss how to 
estimate position and velocity with respect to a predefined landmark to achieve 
autonomous hovering without using a GPS.  
4.1 Overview 
  Positioning is very important for control and navigation of unmanned vehicles. 
Only after the public availability of GPS did it become a rather easy task. Since then, GPS 
has been playing an important role in positioning for various applications such as 
geographic survey, transportation, robotics and so on. For outdoor mobile robots, GPS has 
become the most common used positioning sensor.  
 While GPS provides a convenient way to measure position globally, it does not mean 
it can be used with no conditions. There are situations that GPS is not proper to give 
reliable measurements. For the successful operation of a GPS, it requires a clear view of the 
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sky with at least 4 satellites in sight. In situations where the requirement may be violated i.e. 
near buildings or among mountains, GPS is prone to fail in providing continuously stable 
measurements. Such discontinuity may lead to disastrous result. For an unmanned 
helicopter, the result would mean  temporary instability or crash. 
 One advantage of unmanned helicopter compared to conventional winged UAV is 
the ability to fly in space-constrained areas near ground where GPS may be problematic. 
Instead of GPS, some other means for positioning are required to enable autonomous flight 
of an unmanned helicopter in cluttered environment. There are several approaches for 
solving the positioning problem in literature. 
 Amidi[15] has presented a visual odometer for position sensing with a pair of video 
cameras and gyroscopes. The system makes use of natural features for matching and 
finding the relative displacement between consecutive image frames. This works under the 
assumption that the change between pair of consecutive images is small to ensure the 
matched features can be found. The system is implemented on dedicated hardware and it 
can measure at 60Hz.  
 Altu et.al [27] developed a pose estimation method using two cameras for indoor 
quadrotor helicopter control. The method uses a pan-tilt ground camera and an on-board 
camera. The two cameras are configured to be able to see each other. Five colored blobs are 
attached to the bottom of the quadrotor, and one is attached to the ground camera as shown 
in Fig. . The position and orientation of the quadrotor are estimated based on the blob 
positions in both cameras’ image planes. 
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Fig. 39  Pose estimation with two cameras [27] 
 Tournier et.al[32] presented a monocular vision based pose estimation method using 
moiré patterns. A specially designed marker containing moiré patterns is placed on ground 
as the reference (see Fig.40). The onboard camera looks for the marker and extracts feature 
points. The 6-DOF pose information is estimated by utilizing the geometry and discrete 
Fourier transforms on the moiré patterns. 
 
Fig. 40 Moiré target with key features labeled.[32] 
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  Our approach is based on a COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) binocular stereo 
vision system together with a simple convex-shaped color blob as position reference. In 
essence, the approach is similar to the last two approaches being introduced since all these 
methods use fixed reference marker on the ground and the estimated position is with 
respect to the fixed reference. The difference lies in that:  
1) Stereo vision is used which can directly measure position, which makes it 
unnecessary for the marker or landmark be so complex to provide sufficient 
features for position estimation. 
2) Only position is estimated. Attitude is measured with AHRS which not only 
provides more reliable measurements than estimation from vision but also helps 
to estimate velocity. We believe the AHRS is a necessity for unmanned 
helicopter and there is no reason to estimate attitude in the presence of an AHRS. 
3)  Velocity is estimated based on the measurements from stereo vision and AHRS. 
It is done by using Kalman filter based on kinematic relationship instead of 
dynamics of helicopters. 
The method is simple and computational efficient for real time application, and it is 
successfully applied in hovering control of an autonomous helicopter in the absence of 
GPS. 
4.2 Configuration and reference frames 
  The system is composed by a landmark, a stereo vision camera and an AHRS. The 
landmark is placed on the ground, and stereo vision and AHRS reside onboard. The camera 
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is mounted on the helicopter with its optical axis in parallel to the Z axis of the body 
coordinate frame attached to the C.G. of the helicopter. The AHRS is mounted near C.G. of 
the helicopter in a way that its sensing axes agree with those of the helicopter’s body frame. 
The mounting scheme makes the camera look downward at the ground as shown in Fig. 41. 
 
Fig. 41 Bumblebee camera and avionics box mounted on the helicopter 
 Four coordinate frames are defined as references. The ground frame {O} with its 
origin defined in the center of the landmark is used as inertial reference. X axis points to the 
north and Y axis points to the east. The helicopter’s body frame {Oh} is located at its C.G. 
while the camera frame {Oc} is attached to the camera. Its orientation is defined such that 
AHRS Bumblebee Camera
Xc 
Yc 
Zc 
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Xh and Yh are in parallel with X and Y axes in ground frame respectively when the rotation 
is zero. The defined coordinate frames are shown in Fig. 42.  Another reference frame is 
the image coordinate system {Oi}. Its definition is described along with the camera frame 
in Fig. 43.  
 
 
Fig. 42 Helicopter hovering over a landmark and definition of coordinate systems 
 The origin in image frame is on the left top corner of the image. The unit used in 
image frame is pixel which is the discrete element composing an image. For an image with 
width M and height N, the total pixels will be M×N. The image coordinates are integers. A 
North 
East 
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line along the Xi axis is called a row and a line along the Yi axis is called a column. Thus a 
pixel can also be coordinated by columns and rows where column is for Xi and row is for Yi 
. Hereafter, the two conventions will be used interchangeably. 
 
Fig. 43  Camera frame and its corresponding image coordinate system [33] 
4.3 Image representation and its profiles 
  An image is the set of pixels within its boundary. For a grayscale image, its pixels 
are represented by scalar values ( , )I i j  which are called brightness or intensity. When the 
intensity of a grayscale image can be either “0” or “1”,  we call it a binary image. For a 
color image, its pixels are represented by their colors ( , )C i j . Usually the color is 
expressed in RGB format such as the color image from Bumblebee. In this format, a color 
is represented by its three components: red ( , )r i j , green ( , )g i j and blue ( , )b i j  as 
described in Eq.(4.1). Each one of the three can be seen as a grayscale image and a RGB 
color image can be treated as composition of 3 grayscale images with each one 
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representing corresponding color property. 
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 Image profile is a way to show pixels’ distribution along a certain axis by projecting 
them onto the axis. It is called horizontal profile when the projecting axis is along the 
image’s Xi axis. Similarly, it is called vertical profile when projecting along the image’s Yi 
axis. For a grayscale image I(i,j) with M rows and N columns, its horizontal profile and 
vertical profile are computed by Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) respectively. 
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 The outputs of Bumblebee camera includes a color image and its corresponding 
position data. The association is indexed by the pixel’s coordinate in image frame. Thus by 
knowing its image coordinate, a pixel’s position in camera frame can be obtained. It can be 
thought as a lookup table where the keys are pixels’ coordinates in image frame and the 
values are the associated coordinates in camera frame. Of course, the premise is that the 
stereo processing on that pixel is successful or no position data could be obtained. 
4.4 The landmark 
  The landmark works as the positioning reference. Only after the landmark is 
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detected and locked can the position be estimated. It is required that the landmark be easy 
to recognize and hopefully be unique. There are some complicated artificial landmarks 
used in literature with these properties such as those discussed in §4.1. On the other hand, it 
is desirable to have the recognition be simple and efficient to make it suitable for real-time 
applications. Complicated landmarks usually will lead to complicated recognition 
algorithms. 
 In our approach, the landmark is a convex-shaped colored blob. Its color, size and 
shape are used as evidence for detecting the landmark. Convex shapes look like those 
shown in Fig. 44. Their image profiles have clear boundary indicating their outlines. For 
non-convex shapes, they don’t have the property in general. The property helps simplify 
the image analysis algorithm. The simple structured landmark could be made unique if the 
color, size and shape are carefully chosen. In our experiment, the landmark which is a blue 
rectangle as shown in Fig. 45 has achieved a good balance in recognition effectiveness and 
computational efficiency.  
 
convex convex non-convex
 
Fig. 44  Convex and non-convex shapes 
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Ground
 
Fig. 45 The blue rectangle landmark lying on the ground 
4.5 Landmark localization 
4.5.1  Overall processing flow 
  The algorithm works on the RGB color image from Bumblebee camera. In finding 
the target, it first converts the RGB image into its HSI(Hue, Saturation and Intensity) 
representation, and then segments the image into regions based on the landmark’s Hue 
information. Next the regions found are examined against conformity with the landmark in 
shape and size. This is done by analysis of the region’s profiles. If the landmark is 
successfully recognized, its C.G. is calculated as index for corresponding position in 
camera frame which is the coordinate of ground frame’s origin.  The processing flowchart 
is shown in Fig. 46.    
4.5.2  HSI color model 
  HSI is another way to represent a color. In this representation, the color information 
is encoded by hue and saturation. Hue describes a pure color, whereas saturation gives a 
measure of the degree to which a pure color is diluted by white light.[34]  Unlike RGB  
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End
RGB to HSI conversion
Find candidate region using Hue
Find the landing target from 
candidate regions based on the prior 
shape and size information 
Calculate the C.G. of the target 
region
RGB image from 
Bumblebee
Begin
 
Fig. 46  Flowchart of landmark recognition 
 
color, the color information is decoupled from the intensity. In RGB model, the three 
components together determines a color. The hue value indicates the dominant wavelength 
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of light waves reflected by the object which determines the color. Colors in RGB model 
can be converted to its HSI model by Eqs. 
( )1
3
I R G B= + +       ( 4.4) 
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   ( 4.6) 
H is normalized by dividing its value by 2. 
 The hue is used to recognize the target color for it is less affected by changes of light 
intensity. We compare changes in hue and in RGB with respect to a reference image when 
its intensity varies.  Let rh and rC  be the reference image’s hue and RGB values, where 
0
0
0
r
r
C g
b
 

 
= 
 

  
. Accordingly, ih  and iC  represent the hue and RGB values of images which 
differ from the reference image only in intensity. The color deviation from the reference is 
calculated by Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). 
i rh h h∆ = −       ( 4.7) 
i rC C C∆ = −      ( 4.8) 
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The deviation of normalized RGB is also compared. Its definition and corresponding 
deviation are described in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10).  
r
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+ +
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+ +
 

 

 + + 
     ( 4.9) 
i rC C C∆ = −      ( 4.10) 
 The test images are shown in Fig.47 where image 6 is the reference.The images 1-5 
have less intensity than the reference while images 7-11 have more intensity. The 
comparison result is shown in Fig.48. The hue value changes a little with the intensity. 
Note the hue values are multiplied by 100 in scale for better view. 
 
 
 
 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
 
 
 
 
(5) (6) (7) (8) 
 
  
 
(9) (10) (11)  
Fig. 47 Test images. Image 6 is the reference. 
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Fig. 48  Comparison of Hue and RGB in color recognition 
4.5.3  Landmark recognition 
 The landmark recognition is primarily based on its color information which is 
properly chosen not to be homogeneous with the background. Additional clues that help 
the detection are from the profile analysis. When a convex landmark is specified, its 
profiles can be used as templates for shape matching. The candidate image region should 
be compatible with the landmark’s geometry.  
 To aid the shape analysis, let’s first define a quantity “profile span”. A profile span 
is the resulting interval along the profiling axis by projecting a continuous positive portion 
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of the profile onto it, and one profile may have several spans. For a profile span, it is 
specified by a pair of ordered coordinates on the profiling axis.  
( )( , ) : { , , ( ) ( ) 0, ( ) 0 ( , )}f f fspan a b a b a b P a P b P i for i a b= < = = > ∈  ( 4.11) 
where fP  is the image profile. The interval length is called span width. An example 
illustrating the concept of profile span is given in Fig. 49. 
A B
 
Fig. 49 An image, its profile and profile spans (A and B) 
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 In finding the landmark, the RGB image received from Bumblebee camera is 
converted to HSI image. The hue component is then used to select regions which have the 
same color as the landmark. This is done by simply thresholding the hue image with 
threshold hT  which is the statistically determined hue value of the landmark under 
different lighting conditions. The thresholded hue image becomes a binary image ( , )B i j .  
1, ( , )( , )
0,
hif hue i j TB i j
otherwise
ε− <
= 

    ( 4.12) 
where ε  is a small positive number used to accept some small variations. 
 After regions with color of interest are identified, we do profile analysis to check 
their geometric conformity with the landmark. The procedure is as follows: 
1) Perform profile analysis on image ( , )B i j to get its horizontal profile ( )H i  and 
vertical profile ( )V j . 
2) Remove noise with small magnitude by threshold based on Eqs.(4.13) and 
(4.14). 
 
( ), ( )( )
0,
H i if H i MIN
H i
else
>
= 

    ( 4.13) 
 
( ), ( )( )
0,
V j if V j MIN
V j
else
>
= 

   ( 4.14) 
       where MIN is the minimum valid profile strength. 
3) Filter out regions by checking the image’s profile span. The profile spans whose 
widths are beyond the possible range of the landmark are discarded. The range 
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on span width of the landmark is determined in prior by analyzing its profile 
spans. After the filtering, we get a list of candidate regions specified by the 
remaining horizontal and vertical profile spans.  
4) Check each candidate’s area and remove those whose areas are beyond the valid 
range determined statistically from experimental images.  
5) If no valid candidate is left, the process repeats on the next image. If more than 
one valid candidate is found, other features of the landmark can be used for 
recognition. However, in this research, this case is treated as invalid, since the 
assumption on landmark’s color setting and the color recognition process make it 
a rare case. The C.G. point of the valid landmark is calculated by Eq.(4.15) and 
used as index to find its 3D position. 
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    ( 4.15) 
where ( , )a b  and ( , )c d  are the region’s horizontal and vertical coordinates 
specified by corresponding spans. 
 
 Based on the algorithm, several tests are performed to check the performance. In the 
processing of total 900 images under different light and background conditions, the success 
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rate is 90%.  If the landmark is chosen to be unique in its ambient environment, the success 
rate of recognition is nearly 100%. Some recognition results are presented in Fig.50. 
 
 
(a) Indoor with dark lighting condition 
 
 
(b) Indoor with bright lighting condition 
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(c) Outdoor with mixed background 
 
 
(d) Outdoor in grass 
Fig. 50  Locating the landmark in different environment. The red rectangle indicates successful 
detection and the small square shape is the calculated C.G. of the landmark. 
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4.6 Position and velocity estimation 
4.6.1  Identification of delay between stereo vision and AHRS 
  Since the reference point is determined in the image, the 3D position can be 
retrieved  from the 3D data generated by stereo vision system with the reference point as 
index. The position data is with respect to the camera frame and should be transformed to 
ground frame(inertial frame) before feeding to the controller. This transformation can be 
done with the attitude data measured by AHRS. 
 However, the AHRS and the vision system run separately. The data coming from the 
two systems are not in synchronization. In order to use the right attitude data for 
transformation, we need find the phase difference between the position measured by vision 
and the attitude measured by AHRS. We have designed an identification test for the 
purpose. The vision system and the AHRS are mounted on an aluminum plate. The plate is 
placed on a 1.8 m high table with a landmark underneath. Figure 51 illustrates the test 
configuration. The plate is shaken in roll direction and the data are logged. 
AHRS
Camera
Landmark
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Fig. 51  Test setup for delay identification between AHRS and vision 
 By using the coordinates of the reference point determined from vision, the roll angle 
can be calculated from vision measurement by Eq.(4.16). As the same time the roll angle 
can be measured by AHRS. Let 'φ  and  φ  denote the calculated roll angle by vision and 
that measured by AHRS respectively, the phase delay of vision data with respect to the 
AHRS data can be found by comparing the two roll measurements. 
'
180
arctan( )x
z
φ
pi
= ×      ( 4.16) 
where (x,y,z) is the landmark’s coordinate in the camera’s frame. 
 The phase delay dt  between the two roll measurements is identified by cross 
correlation analysis. The cross correlation Γ  is computed by Eq. (4.17). 
'
0
( ) ( ) ( )
T
t t dtτ φ φ τΓ = +     ( 4.17) 
where T is the time length of the data used for analysis. The time delay can be determined 
by Eq. (4.18). 
 arg max ( )dt
τ
τ= Γ      ( 4.18) 
 In Fig.52 we show the roll measured by vision system and AHRS respectively. The 
blue line shows the measured roll angle by AHRS and the green line indicates the 
calculated roll angle by using position measured by vision system. It is observed that the 
two measurements match in the sense of dynamic change. However, there is an offset 
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between them. It is because that the “zeros” of two sensors are not in alignment. We can 
make them agree by putting the landmark with zero offset from the camera’s optical axis 
while keeping the plate where the roll angle measured by AHRS is zero. This calibration 
process will ensure zero offset between the two measurements, but it is not necessary in our 
case since the purpose is to find the delay between the two measurements and the 
systematic bias error does not affect the result. 
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Fig. 52 Roll measured by AHRS and vision 
 The time delay is identified from the cross correlation result as shown in Fig. 53. The 
red triangle mark in the figure indicates that the vision measurement is 40ms later than the 
IMU data. It means that the corresponding attitude data of current vision measurement are 
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the ones dt  seconds ago. The right attitude data for coordinate transform can be obtained 
by artificially delaying the IMU measurement. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 54. 
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Fig. 53  Cross correlation result between roll measurements 
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Fig. 54  Illustration of delay compensation 
4.6.2  Kalman filter for velocity estimation 
  In the case of GPS based control, both position and velocity are used as feedback 
measurements. Since the controller has been verified through field experiments in previous 
study[13], we plan to use the existing controller to evaluate the vision based sensing 
strategy. As discussed in the previous section, the vision system gives the position estimate 
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of the helicopter with respect to the landmark. To be able to use the existing controller, we 
have to provide the velocity estimation.  
 The velocity is estimated with Kalman filter by fusing the position data and the 
acceleration measurement from IMU. In the Kalman filter design model, the acceleration 
from IMU is treated as process input and the position from camera as measurement. The 
acceleration noise is modeled as slow changing bias  plus white noise 1w . The bias  is 
described by a first order Markov dynamic system driven by white noise 2w , of which the 
time constant is bT . The measurement noise is modeled as white noise 3w . The model used 
for estimating the velocity in X axis is shown in Eq. (4.19). The model for Y axis is in the 
same form and is not shown again. 
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    ( 4.19) 
where xa  is the acceleration in X direction of the inertial frame. 
 Based on the model, a steady state Kalman filter is designed. To evaluate its 
performance, we compare it with the velocity measured by the GPS which was used in our 
previous hovering control. The velocity accuracy of the GPS is 0.043m/s (RMS). A plot of 
static test of the GPS is shown in Fig. 55. In the fact that good hovering performance was 
achieved based on the same GPS, it is reasonable to expect similar result could be obtained 
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if vision based measurements are of the same grade in quality as those of GPS. The 
comparison result is shown in Fig.10. 
 
Fig. 55  Time history of the measured velocity be GPS at still condition 
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Fig. 56 Velocity measured by GPS (red) and that estimated by using vision and IMU (blue) 
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 The result demonstrates that the estimated velocity is comparable to GPS 
measurement in hovering case. It indicates the feasibility to replace GPS velocity with the 
estimated one from vision and IMU. 
4.7 Hovering control 
 The translational motion of a helicopter is induced by the change of thrust vector of 
the main rotor. As a result, attitude control is crucial for translational motion control. The 
previous study at the laboratory to which the authors belong has identified attitude model 
and translational motion model for a small helicopter near hovering condition (see 
Appendix for the model). The models are successfully applied for designing hovering 
controllers. It is observed that the bandwidth of attitude dynamics is higher than that of 
linear motion dynamics. By time scale separation principle, the controller is designed with 
an inner attitude control loop and an outer translational motion control loop. Both attitude 
controller and translational motion controller are synthesized by using linear quadratic 
programming method. In Fig.57 we show the block diagram of the controller 
configuration. 
Position 
Controller
Velocity 
Controller
Attitude 
Controller Helicopter
Position 
Reference
Attitude
Velocity
Position
AHRS
GPS
 
Fig. 57  Controller configuration of previous study [13] 
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 In the previous study, the attitude is sensed by the IMU and the position and velocity 
are measured by GPS. The vision based hovering control is implemented by the same 
control strategy whereas the role of GPS used before is replaced by the vision system for 
position and velocity measurements. The reason that we use the same control strategy as 
previous study is because the vision system achieves comparable performance as GPS in 
measuring position and velocity in the hovering case. The discussion on the detailed 
controller design is well described in references[7, 13]. The controller designed is based on 
the same LQI method, however, the controller gains are redesigned. The block diagram of 
the vision based hovering control is shown in Fig.58. 
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Fig. 58  Configuration of the vision based controller 
 
4.8 Experiments 
  Field flight test was carried out to study the performance of the proposed approach. 
The reference landmark used is a square wooden board with lateral length of 0.7 meter. The 
board is covered by a blue sheet which is the target for color detection. The helicopter is to 
be controlled to hover above the landmark autonomously. The flying height is about 5m 
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above the ground. The image resolution is set to be 160 by 120 pixels. The image 
processing takes 65ms, and this gives an update rate of about 15Hz.  
 Before the autonomous control starts, the helicopter is controlled to fly over the 
landmark manually. When the landmark is in the view of the camera and is successfully 
detected, the control authority is switched to autonomous controller. From then on the 
controller makes the control decision based on the information provided by the attitude 
sensor and the vision system. The experimental results are shown in the following figures.  
 
Fig. 59  Helicopter’s trajectory in hovering 
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Fig. 60  Helicopter’s position along X and Y respectively. Red circles show the instant when the 
landmark was temporarily lost. 
 
Fig. 61 Pitch and roll during hovering 
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 From the experimental results, it is observed that the helicopter oscillated much in 
pitch than in roll. The cause under consideration is that the imperfect mounting of the 
onboard system leads to longitudinal shift of the helicopter’s C.G. point which makes the 
helicopter’s lift and gravity not aligned thus induces the oscillation. This can be observed 
from the pitch plot in Fig. 61 that the pitch changes around 2 degree instead of 0 degree in 
balanced case. The longitudinal variation could be reduced if the mounting effect on the 
C.G. change was mitigated. 
4.9 Summary 
  This chapter presents the approach to use a stereo vision camera together with IMU 
for hovering control of an unmanned helicopter without GPS. The position information is 
sensed by using a predefined landmark as reference on the ground, and then finding the 
landmark in image to get its location. The velocity is obtained by Kalman filter which 
combines the acceleration and position to give an optimal estimate. The sensing strategy is 
applied together with the LQI based hovering controller in field flight test and the 
helicopter is successfully controlled to hover around the specified landmark.  
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 The chapter first introduces some recent research boats and then describes the boat 
platform, our research background and objective.  
5.1 Introduction 
 The advance in robotics has boosted the application of autonomous vehicles to 
perform tedious and risky tasks or to be cost-effective substitutes of their human 
counterparts. Autonomous boats have been used in some applications including marine 
data acquisition, communication relay [35], transportation, aquatic environmental 
monitoring [36, 37], mine detection [39] and seabed survey. 
 Some recently reported autonomous surface vehicles include a wind-propelled 
marine vehicle from Stanford University [38], an autonomous surface platform for 
research in cooperative autonomy by MIT [39],  a robotic boat for microbial observation by 
University of Southern California [36], and the DELFIM autonomous surface craft 
developed at Institute for systems and robotics, Portugal for data acquisition and 
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communication relay [35].  Pictures of these robotic boats are shown in Fig.62 and their 
specifications are summarized in Table 6. 
 
 
 
(a) Stanford WindSail 
 
(b) MIT SCOUT 
 
 
 
(c) USC Robotic Boat 
 
(d) DELFIM Autonomous Boat 
Fig. 62 Some examples of autonomous boat from literature 
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Table 6 Summarized specifications of some recent robotic boat 
Name Length (m) Width (m) Weight (kg) Sensors 
Stanford Windsail 7.2 3 100 (estimated) DGPS(5Hz), AHRS 
MIT SCOUT 3.05 0.76 90 GPS (5Hz), digital compass 
USC Boat - - - GPS,  digital compass 
DELFIM 3.5 2 320 DGPS, AHRS, Doppler 
 
 The robotic boat under study is designed for seabed survey. It can measure position, 
sea depth and temperature. Compared with the boats presented in literature, our boat may 
be the smallest one in weight and size.  
5.2 System configuration 
 The boat used in the study is a COTS radio-controlled one manufactured by Coden 
Co.Ltd.↑ It is powered by two Ni-Mh batteries which can support the boat to run for about 
60 minutes when they are fully charged. The propelling and steering devices are a propeller 
and a rudder. The propeller is configured astern and the rudder sits just behind it. The 
propeller is driven by two DC motors via timing belt and the rudder is actuated by a RC 
servo motor. The boat is remotely operated by a radio controller which utilizes the IEEE 
802.11b wireless LAN. By the radio controller, commands for propeller speed and rudder 
angle are sent to the receiver on the boat which are then interpreted to drive the actuators 
respectively. The boat is equipped with a low-cost GPS and an ultrasonic sensor. The 
                                                 
↑
  http://www.coden.co.jp/boat/boat.htm 
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configuration of the boat is shown in Fig.63 and its parameters are shown in Table 7. 
 
(a) The boat and remote radio controller 
 
(b) Configuration of propeller and rudder 
Fig. 63  The boat configuration (source: http://www.coden.co.jp/) 
Table 7 Specification of the boat under study 
Item Description 
Length 1060mm 
Width 250mm 
Weight 11kg 
Power supply NI-MH battery 
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  For autonomous control, the host based approach is employed that a host computer 
sits at remote site to provide control decision. The calculated control command is sent to 
the boat in the same way as a normal radio transmitter would. This is a similar way to that 
we used for helicopter (in §2.1). With this approach, we can keep modifications on the 
original boat system as little as possible.  
 To facilitate it for autonomous control, an AHRS sensor is added to provide 
necessary measurements in addition to the already installed GPS. The power supply, MCU 
interface board, and modem are integrated to read AHRS data and send them back to 
remote side where a host computer is configured there to receive both GPS and AHRS data 
for executing control law. The AHRS sensor system is housed in a separate plastic box as 
shown in Fig. 64. This is the only addition onboard compared to its original configuration. 
Though the preinstalled GPS is of low quality in accuracy, it is not replaced in the 
modification for the cost consideration. The GPS together with the AHRS become the only 
sensors available on the boat for the purpose of control. Their Specifications are shown in 
Table 8.  
 On the remote site, a notebook PC is used as the host which receives the AHRS 
sensor data from RS232 and GPS from WLAN, and then run the control software to 
command the boat. The control software is developed under Windows XP(SP1) OS and is 
written in C++. The host based architecture and GUI view of the control software are 
presented in Fig. 65 and Fig.66. 
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(a),  The robotic boat with additional AHRS sensor in a plastic box 
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(b),  AHRS sensor, MCU and modem 
Fig. 64  The robotic boat platform with additional AHRS sensor 
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Table 8  Specifications of sensors for the robotic boat 
Sensor Specification Update Rate 
GPS 
CCA-450JM 
 Position: 15m (2dRMS) 
 Velocity Magnitude: 0.04m/s (RMS) 
 Velocity Angle: 0.14°, HDOP≤1.5 
1Hz 
AHRS 
3DM-GX1 
 Gyro range : +/- 300 degrees/sec 
 Gyro nonlinearity: 0.2% 
 Gyro Bias Stability: 0.7 degrees/sec 
 +/-2 degrees accuracy in orientation angles 
 Magnetometer nonlinearity: 0.4% 
 Magnetometer bias Stability: 0.01 Gauss 
 76.4 gram 
50Hz 
 
 
Fig. 65  Host based architecture for autonomous boat control 
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Fig. 66  GUI of the control software. Red line shows the reference trajectory. 
 
5.3 Research objective and challenge 
 The research objective is to achieve autonomous path following of specified 
trajectory which is composed by line and arc segments. This kind of trajectory is believed 
to be efficient for the target applications.   
 Though it looks like a trivial task at the first glance, there are some challenging 
facts which must be taken into consideration. 
1) The small dimension and low weight of the boat cause it be easily affected by 
environmental disturbances such as wind and waves. 
2) Position measurements from the low-cost GPS are of low quality and are only 
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updated once per second. The error and delay in measurements have to be 
handled. 
3) Though the AHRS is installed, the measured yaw angle is unreliable. It often 
gives wrong readings due to the effect of the magnetic field induced by the DC 
motors as illustrated in Figure . For the reason, yaw rate instead of yaw angle is 
used for control.   
 
Fig. 67  The AHRS yaw measurement affected by operation of DC motors 
 In summary, to achieve the objective, the controller must be robust with the 
environmental disturbance, sensor errors, and delay in the absence of the yaw angle 
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measurement. 
5.4 Summary 
  This chapter first reviews some recent robotic boat platforms, and then describes the 
one used in the study. The boat is about 1m long and 12kg (with AHRS sensor package). 
To our knowledge, it is the smallest robotic boat among those publicly known in literature. 
A low-cost GPS and an AHRS sensor are installed on the boat to provide position and yaw 
rate measurements. Automatic control is implemented in host based approach that the 
control algorithm runs on the host PC and control commands are sent to the boat via its 
radio interface. The research objective is to achieve robust path following in the presence 
of environmental disturbance, sensor errors, and time delay with the available sensor 
measurements: position, velocity measured by GPS, and yaw rate measured by the AHRS. 
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 The chapter reviews some existing mathematical models for a boat, and then presents 
the proposed model for planar motion which directly models the dynamics of the boat’s 
velocity direction instead of its heading direction.  
6.1 Notation and reference system 
 
Fig. 68 Definition of the coordinate systems for a boat 
 In studying the planar motion of a boat, its heaving, rolling and pitching motions 
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are not of interest. We can express the boat’s motion in a 2D coordinate system as shown in 
Fig. 68. The coordinate system {OXY} is the inertial frame with X to the north and Y to the 
east. The boat’s position is specified by its coordinates in the inertial frame and its 
orientation angle with respect to the X. A body frame is attached at the C.G. of the boat 
with its axes fixed on the boat. Its orientation is defined as that when the boat’s heading is 
towards to the north, the body frame’s orientation is the same as the inertial frame. The 
boat’s forward motion along the x axis of the body frame is called surge and the lateral 
motion along the y axis is called sway. The yaw angle ψ  is the boat’s heading away from 
the north. The difference between the boat’s moving direction and the yaw angle is called 
side slip angle and is denoted by α . Summary of the notation is shown in Table 9. 
Table 9 Summary of the notation used for a boat’s motion 
Symbol Definition 
 Yaw angle  (heading angle) 
r Yaw rate 
 Side slip angle between boat’s heading and its moving direction 
 The boat’s moving direction (velocity angle) 
V Velocity vector 
u Surge velocity 
v Sway velocity 
 Rudder deflection angle 
M Mass of the boat 
zI  Moment of inertia around Z axis 
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6.2 Existing models 
  The mathematical model of a boat can be obtained by applying Newtonian or 
Lagranigian theory. Also it can be obtained by system identification. In this section we will 
first derive the boat’s motion of equation using Newton’s principle, and the we will 
introduce the common used Nomoto’s model for boats’ autopilot design. 
6.2.1  Newtonian approach 
 By Newtonian approach, the boat’s motion of equation can be written in the body 
frame as Eq. (6.1). 
x
y
z
Mu Mvr F
Mv Mur F
I r N
 − =

+ =

=



      ( 6.1) 
where xF  and yF  are the total forces exerted on the boat in x and y direction respectively, 
and N is the torque around the z axis. The force and torque are contributed by fluid 
interaction, control effort and environmental disturbance. To distinguish each component, 
supscripts f, c, and e are used to denote them accordingly.  
f c e
x x x x
f c e
y y y y
f c e
F F F F
F F F F
N N N N
 = + +

= + +

= + +
     ( 6.2) 
The hydrodynamic force from fluid interaction is very complicated to be modeled 
mathematically. A common simplification is to use the method of hydrodynamic 
coefficients where the fluid force is approximated by Taylor series. Normally the first 
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order Taylor expansion [40] is used as shown in Eq. (6.3). 
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The fluid force/torque is complex and nonlinear, so is the resulting motion of equation.  
 Considering the case of straight motion at constant speed, the fluid force can be 
linearized at the condition 
 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0u U v u v r r= = = = = =       ( 6.4) 
Then the following simplifications can be obtained: 
( )
f f
f x x
x
f f f f
y y y yf
y
f f f f
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F FF u U u
u u
F F F F
F v v r r
v v r r
N N N NN r r v v
r r v v
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= − + ∂ ∂
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∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + + ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + + ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂


 
 
 
 
   ( 6.5)  
Thus the linear model in the absence of environmental disturbances can be expressed by 
Eq. (6.6). 
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It is observed that in the linear model the surge motion is decoupled from the sway and yaw 
motion. The yaw and surge can be separately controlled.  
6.2.2  Nomoto’s model 
 In 1957 Nomoto proposed two transfer functions based models for steering 
simulation and control [41], namely the second order Nomoto model and the first order 
Nomoto model. The second order Nomoto model is shown in Eq. (6.7). 
0 3
1 2
( ) ( 1)
( ) ( 1)( 1)
r s k s
s s s
τ
δ τ τ
+
=
+ +
    ( 6.7) 
This model shows the dynamic effect of rudder deflection angle  on yaw rate r. It is 
noticed that one of the poles is nearly cancelled by its zero [42]. With this fact, Eq. (6.7) is 
further simplified into Eq. (6.8). It is called the first order Nomoto model. 
0( )
( ) ( 1)
r s k
s sδ τ= +      ( 6.8) 
where 1 2 3τ τ τ τ= + − . 
 The Nomoto’s model is valid on the assumption that the boat moves at constant 
forward velocity, the propelling thrust is constant and the rudder angle is small. Given that 
the conditions are satisfied, the Nomoto model gives a reasonably accurate description of 
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the course-keeping behavior [42]. It has been widely used for autopilot design. [43,44,45] 
6.3 The proposed model  
 Till now we have introduced two models: the one derived by following Newton’s 
motion law and the Nomoto’s model. The first one is more mathematically sounding while 
the second one is simpler in its form. The Newtonian approach involves modeling the 
complicated hydrodynamic effects through wave-hull interaction. This is usually done by 
approximating the effect with hydrodynamic coefficients. However, these parameters rely 
mostly on experiments such as tests by tow tank, by rotating arm device, and by planar 
motion mechanism for identification,[46] which suggests a costly and maybe 
time-consuming process before a useful model can be obtained. The Nomoto’s model, on 
the other hand, is simple and its few model parameters are easy to be identified in 
experiments. This makes the Nomoto’s model attractive in control design. However, the 
Nomoto’s model is only for yaw motion. With the desire to get a simple model, we start 
with the Nomoto’s model and extend it to include the motion in horizontal plane. 
6.3.1  Velocity angle model 
 The Nomoto’s model describes the dynamic effect of rudder deflection on the 
heading change of the boat. But it is not enough to only maintain the boat’s heading if it is 
required to follow a desired course. The velocity angle model is to model the dynamics of 
the boat’s moving direction.  
 In development of the model, we follow the same assumptions as the Nomoto’s 
model that the boat is driven by constant thrust; the boat runs at constant speed; the effect 
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of rudder deflection on surge speed can be ignored;  and the rudder deflection is small. In 
the state of straight line motion with constant speed, the forces acting on the boat are 
balanced so that the thrust T equals to the total drag D. Under this condition, the boat’s 
heading matches its moving direction with zero side slip. The equilibrium state is described 
by Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10). 
T D=        ( 6.9) 
0α β ψ= − =       ( 6.10) 
 When the boat’s heading undergoes a small perturbation, the side slip angle is no 
longer zero. This results in unbalance between the thrust and drag due to the nonzero 
incident angle between the forces’ directions as illustrated in Fig. 69.  
 
Fig. 69  Simplified view of forces acting on the boat under small yaw perturbation 
The boat will be accelerated till another equilibrium state as depicted in Eqs. (6.9) and 
(6.10) is reached. We assume the velocity loss in the process is negligible. Then the 
magnitude of velocity can be treated as unchanged.  
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0d V
dt
=      ( 6.11) 
 Since the drag is proportional to the square of boat’s velocity, its magnitude will 
remain constant under the assumption of Eq. (6.11) while its direction is opposite to the 
direction of the velocity. The equation of motion of the boat under small yaw perturbation 
can be expressed by Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13). 
( ) cosm u v T Dψ α− = − ⋅    (6.12) 
( ) sinm v u Dψ α+ = − ⋅    (6.13) 
where m represents the equivalent mass term including the added mass effect. The added 
mass reflects the build-up of kinetic energy of the fluid as the hull moves through it which 
results the boat moves with equivalent additional mass in effect [47]. 
 Considering the relationship, 
cos
sin
u V
v V
α
α
= ⋅

= ⋅
    (6.14) 
and substituting it into Eq. (6.13), we obtain Eq. (6.15). 
tan
D
m V
α α ψ= − ⋅ −      ( 6.15) 
When the side slip is small, approximately 
tanα α≈      ( 6.16) 
Equation (6.15) can be linearized as Eq. (6.17). 
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1
α α ψλ= − −
 
     ( 6.17) 
where 
m V
D
λ = .  
 With the definition of side slip angle indicated in Eq. (6.10), Eq. (6.17) can be 
written as Eq. (6.18). 
λβ β ψ+ =      ( 6.18) 
Taking Laplace transform, we get the transfer function from the boat’s yaw angle ψ  to its 
velocity angle β . 
( ) 1
( ) 1
s
s s
β
ψ λ= +      ( 6.19) 
Since the yaw is modeled by the Nomoto’s model, 
0( )
( ) ( 1)
s k
s s s
ψ
δ τ= +     ( 6.20) 
the transfer function from rudder deflection to the boat’s velocity angle can be obtained. 
0( )
( ) ( 1)( 1)
s k
s s s s
β
δ λ τ= + +    ( 6.21) 
 Considering the fact that low update-rate GPS is used in the robotic boat under 
study, we model the measurement delay with a pure delay block. The rudder in the boat is 
driven by a servo motor, and we model the actuator’s dynamics by a proportional gain. 
With the refinement,  the velocity angle model for our specific boat is depicted in Eq. 
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(6.22).  
( )
( )
( ) 1 ( 1)
dsTd
m
s k
e
s s s s
β
δ λ τ
−
= ⋅
+ +
    ( 6.22) 
where dT  is the measurement delay, dβ is the delayed velocity angle, and k is the result 
after combining the servo motor gain.  
6.3.2  Path following model 
  In application, a boat usually moves along a straight line course in most cases. The 
boat is considered to be on the track if it moves in the direction of the line, and at the same 
time the perpendicular distance to the line is around zero. Let us consider the case that the 
boat is commanded to move from starting point A to the goal point B along a straight line 
as illustrated in Figure 5.  
 
Fig. 70 Line tracking configuration 
 Without loss of generality, we take the starting point A as origin of the reference 
frame. The off track d is defined in Eq. (6.23) which shows how far the boat deviates from 
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the specified course. 
2
AB Ao ABd
AB
× ×
=
  
       ( 6.23) 
Let  be the difference between the boat’s moving direction  and the course direction . 
γ β θ= −       ( 6.24) 
Then the off track distance d satisfies Eq. (6.25). 
sind V γ= ⋅       ( 6.25) 
Under the condition of small variations around the line, Eq. (6.25) can be approximated by  
d V γ= ⋅       ( 6.26) 
 The model shows the connection between the off track error d and the direction 
following error . By controlling the boat’s moving direction, it can be made to follow a 
given path. 
 Though the derivation starts from the special straight line case,  it keeps the same 
form for the general case provided the off track error is properly defined. 
6.4 Discussion 
 The proposed model is an extension of the Nomoto’s model. It describes the 
dominant dynamics of the boat’s moving direction. It keeps its simplicity in form with few 
parameters which can be easily identified through experiments. Our boat’s model has been 
identified and the validation data are plotted in Fig. 71.  
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Fig. 71 Validation of the velocity angle model of the boat under study 
 In addition to the simplicity, a compass for measuring yaw angle is not necessary 
when the proposed model is used for designing controllers. However it is required if the 
models we introduced in §6.2 are used because the yaw angle is needed for coordinate 
transform and finding the boat’s heading. While with the proposed model, it is sufficient to 
know the boat’s velocity and position. There is no need for coordinate transform and the 
boat’s heading can be implicitly controlled by its moving direction which is known from 
the velocity measurement. GPS is an ideal device for position and velocity sensing. Based 
on the proposed model, we can achieve autonomous path following with only a GPS 
without a compass. It is good for our case since a compass is hard to work properly due to 
the effect from DC motors. 
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 Another advantage of the proposed model is that it enables integrated design for 
control and guidance. With the existing models, conventional waypoint following control 
is usually designed with an inner steering control loop cascaded by position guidance in the 
outer loop.[48] The recent one-loop designs are almost all based on the nonlinear control 
theory[49,50,51] which are complicated in both design and implementation and their 
values in practical applications are to be justified. In contrast, with the proposed model the 
controller can be synthesized straightforward and systematically which will be shown in 
next chapter. 
6.5 Summary 
 This chapter gives an overview on existing models for boat’s motion in planar 
plane and presents our approach for the modeling. The proposed velocity angle model can 
be seen as an extension of the Nomoto’s model. It reveals the dominant dynamics of the 
boat’s moving direction. For course following,  another path following model is proposed . 
The developed models enable direct design of path following controller in the absence of a 
compass which is necessary for the conventional models. The proposed model is linear and 
is validate in neighbor of the state of straight line motion with constant speed. 
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 This chapter presents the design of course following control based on mixed H2/H∞ 
method. The experimental results in straight line tracking, way point following, and 
circular path following are presented. 
7.1 Introduction 
 We design the controller to follow a path which connected via straight line and arc 
segments. It is believed that this is the most used application mode. The controller design 
will be based on the mathematical model developed in last chapter. The model keeps a 
simple form under the condition of several assumptions. However, the discrepancy 
between the reality and the assumptions exists, which is one source causing model error. 
For example, we assume that the boat’s speed does not vary in the course of yaw change 
which in fact does decrease. Another source of model error comes from the ignored 
dynamics such as the effect of waves. The model error can be mitigated by refinement, i.e. 
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using nonlinear model. This option will increase model accuracy, but may lead to 
complexity in controller, which is not desirable. Instead of trying to improve the model, we 
apply robust control theory in an attempt to achieve expected performance in the presence 
of model errors.  It is a tradeoff between complexity of the model and that of the controller .  
 H? optimal control is one popular scheme in robust control theory. It is formulated 
under the small gain theorem and can guarantee robust stability with norm-bounded model 
uncertainty [52]. While the small gain stability condition can be directly expressed by 
using H? norm, yet there are cases where H? norm can not best interpret the performance 
specifications. Mixed H2/H? approach is one method that addresses the performance 
objectives in both H2 norm and H? norm [53,54]. The mixed H2/H? method has been 
successfully applied in applications such as vibration control of flexible structures [55], 
robust fault detection [56] and so on. The maneuver control for our robotic boat will be 
based on the H2/H??approach. 
7.2 Control strategy 
 When speaking of the boat’s maneuver, we mean it the boat’s behaviour of both 
course keeping and course changing.  In the study, straight line course and circular course 
are considered in the fact that they are the most frequent course types will be met for a boat 
in real-life applications. Other courses can be approximated by combinations of the two 
basic types. Thus a general course in this study is the one connected by straight line 
segments and circular arcs as illustrated in Fig. 72.  
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Fig. 72  A course with straight lines and circular arcs 
 In such a defined course, there exists possible transitions between different line 
segments, between line and circular arc or between neighbour circular arcs. For the last 
transition type, we limit the case of smooth connection as shown in Fig. 73. 
A
B
 
A
B
 
(a) smooth transition (b) non-smooth transition 
Fig. 73 Transition between neighbour circular arcs 
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 With the course definition, in order to follow a given course it is required to handle 
the three basic situations: straight line path, circular arc, and transitions between them 
(including transitions between neighbour line segments, between neighbour circular arcs, 
or between one line segment and one circular arc). Our control strategy is to design three 
controllers accordingly for these situations. A specified path following can be achieved by 
properly coordination. We will refer the controllers as straight line following controller, 
circle following controller and turning controller respectively. The turning controller is 
responsible for transition between straight line segments and it controls the boat’s moving 
direction without spatial constraint. While the straight line following and circle following 
controllers control the boat to move along the spatially specified line or circular arc as 
close as possible. We limit the turning controller to handle transition between line 
segments only because transition between circular arcs can be handled with the circle 
following controller by treating them as two separate circular arcs. 
7.3 Design setup 
7.3.1  Plant model 
 In our experimental boat, GPS and AHRS are the sensors used for control. Because 
the update rate of the GPS is only as low as 1Hz, the overall delay in measured position and 
velocity is about 2-3 seconds including delay from decoding GPS data, buffer effect, and  
communication. The AHRS is used to provide immediate measurement of yaw rate as an 
aid to make it easy for control in the presence of large GPS delay.  The block diagram of 
plant model with consideration of sensor configuration is shown in Fig. 74. 
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Fig. 74  Block diagram of the overall plant model 
In the diagram, dd  and dβ  are cross track error and velocity angle measured by GPS;  r is 
yaw rate measured by AHRS; θ  is a known reference path direction angle; and mδ  is the 
rudder command to be manipulated by controller.  
 Since the delay block dsTe−  is irrational and has infinite dimension, it is replaced by 
its first order Padé approximation for linear controller synthesis. 
( )
( )
1 / 2 ( )
1 / 2
dsT d
d
s T
e Q s
s T
−
−
≈ =
+
     ( 7.1) 
7.3.2  Turning controller 
  Turning control is used for course-changing. It changes the moving direction and 
connects the neighbouring trajectory segments. The objective of turning controller is to 
command the boat go to the desired direction and the cross track error is of no relevance 
since there is no specified path for that. Removing the cross track error output in Fig. 74, 
we obtain the plant model for turning controller design which is shown in Fig. 75. The 
measurements in this case are the velocity angle from GPS and the yaw rate from AHRS. 
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Fig. 75  Plant model for turning controller design 
  The turning controller is designed based on the setup shown in Fig. 76. 
1
s
1w 2w
1z
2z
1W
2W
1P
1K
dβ
r
 
Fig. 76  Design setup for turning controller 
 In the setup, 1w  represents model uncertainty and environmental disturbance 
treated in input multiplicative form, and 2w  represents the reference moving direction. The 
weighting function 1W  reflects frequency characteristics of the model error and 
disturbance. For zero steady state in following the commanded direction, an integrator is 
inserted explicitly to ensure integral weighting on the tracking error. In effect, the 
weighting function 2W  together with the integrator give weights on the direction following 
performance. Weighting functions used in the design are shown in Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3). 
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The controller 1K  is the solution which  
  minimize 
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The program hinfmix in Matlab LMI toolbox is used to solve the controller. The resulted 
closed loop bode plot from reference direction to the actual response is shown in Fig. 77. 
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Fig. 77  Closed loop bode plot of turning control 
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7.3.3  Straight line following controller 
 In straight line following case, the reference is the direction angle of the line. The 
deviation from the line has to be controlled. Since the reference remains constant, the plant 
model can be described in the form of Fig.78 equivalently and the controller will be a 
regulator. The design setup is shown in Fig. 79. 
 
Fig. 78  Plant model for straight line following controller design 
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Fig. 79 Design setup for straight line following controller 
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 In the same fashion, weighting function 1W  models the disturbance and model 
uncertainty. 2W  and 3W  are weighting functions for line following performance. They put 
relative weights on the direction following and cross track. When more weight is put on the 
direction following, the boat will try to maintain its moving direction more and will 
respond to direction adjustment due to cross track error slowly. On the contrary, if more 
emphasis is focused on the cross track error, the boat will be aggressive to change its 
moving direction trying to minimize the cross track error. This may cause the actuator to 
saturate in worse case the boat will become unstable.  
 A good balance in directional stability and straight line following can be achieved 
by tuning the weighting functions 2W  and 3W . The ones used in the design are shown in 
Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5). Their bode magnitude plots are shown in Fig. 80. 
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The controller 2K  is solved to  
                         minimize 
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The closed loop bode plot is shown in Fig. 81 
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Fig. 80 Bode plots of the weighting functions in straight line following controller design 
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(a) Closed loop bode plot from reference line direction to tracking error 
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(b) Closed loop bode plot from reference line direction to cross track error 
Fig. 81 Closed loop bode plot of straight line following control 
7.3.4  Circle following controller 
 The difference in following a circular arc and a straight line is that the path 
direction is continuously changing for a circular arc but remains constant for a straight line. 
Since the model for following straight line and circular arc is the same, we are able to use 
the same setup for circle following controller design. With retuned weighting functions, 
more emphasis is put on the cross track error so that the boat’s moving direction can be 
changed easily in order to follow the path. The weighting functions used are shown in Eqs. 
(7.6), (7.7) and (7.8), and their bode plots are shown in Fig. 82. 
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Fig. 82 Bode plots of weighting functions for circle controller design 
 Compared with the weighting functions that are used for straight line following 
controller design, it is obvious that the performance on cross track error is weighted more. 
And to avoid actuator saturation (the rudder), the control bandwidth is lowered. In our 
experiments, the same controller is able to follow both circular arcs and straight lines. This 
is not a surprise, since straight line can be seen as a special circular with its radius be 
infinity. The closed loop bode plots is shown in Fig. 83. 
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(a)  Closed loop bode plot from reference line direction to tracking error 
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(b) Closed loop bode plot from reference line direction to cross track error 
Fig. 83 Closed loop bode plot of straight line following control 
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 In straight line following, the reference line direction directly inputs to the 
controller, however, it is not desirable to input a ramp reference to the circle controller. 
Since in the sea the environmental disturbance is strong and unknown in prior, with limited 
actuating power it is easy to saturate the actuator due to disturbance when trying to follow 
a ramp reference. It is more practical to remove the time constraint. More discussion on 
this can be found in [57]. 
 Instead of using a ramp, we compute the reference direction in Eq.(7.9).  
2r
Cp dirpiβ →= ∠ + ⋅      ( 7.9) 
1,
1,
if move clockwise
dir
if move anticlockwise

= 
−
   ( 7.10) 
where Cp
→
 is the vector from center of the circle path to the boat as shown in Fig. 84, Cp
→
∠  
means the angle between  Cp
→
 and the X axis.  
X
Y
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C
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Fig. 84 Illustration of reference direction computation for circle controller 
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Cross track error d is calculated in Eq. (7.11). 
( )d R Cp dir= − ⋅      ( 7.11) 
where R is the circle radius. 
7.4 Experimental results 
7.4.1  Turing control 
  The turning controller has been tested in pool and sea. In pool test, it is 
commanded to follow a ramp reference angle, and in sea test it is used to make 180 degree 
turn between go-and-back test of straight line following controller. The sea test result will 
be presented in next subsection. Figure 85 and Fig. 86 show the velocity angles and 
references in following a 20deg/s and 30deg/s ramp respectively. Corresponding yaw rates 
are shown in Fig. 87 and Fig. 88. 
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Fig. 85 Response of turning controller in following 20deg/s ramp 
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Fig. 86 Response of turning controller in following 30deg/s ramp 
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Fig. 87  Yaw rate in following a 20deg/s ramp 
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Fig. 88 Yaw rate in following 30deg/s ramp 
7.4.2  Straight line following control 
 The straight line following controller is tested in the sea in a go-and-back scheme as 
illustrated in Fig. 89. On the segments AB and CD, the boat is controlled by straight line 
following controller and on BC is controlled by the turning controller. 
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Fig. 89 Go-and-back test scheme for straight line following controller 
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Fig. 90 Boat’s trajectory in following straight line course 
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Fig. 91 Cross track error in straight line following 
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Fig. 92 Boat’s velocity angle and the reference in straight line following 
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Fig. 93 Boat’s speed in following straight line course 
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The same straight line following controller has been tested for waypoint following without 
requiring turning controller for transition between line segments. The same controller can 
handle transition between line segments with turning angle less than 270 degree. The 
experimental results in following square and hexagon are shown below. 
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Fig. 94 Boat’s trajectory in following a square without using turning controller. The reference is 
shown in red. 
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Fig. 95 Velocity angle and reference in following a square 
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Fig. 96 Cross track error in following a square 
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Fig. 97 Boat’s trajectory in following a hexagon 
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Fig. 98 Velocity angle and reference in following a hexagon 
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Fig. 99 Cross track error in following a hexagon 
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Fig. 100 Cross track error distribution 
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 The statistical study on cross track error in following straight line course has been 
performed. The data used include those from the 3 experiments presented above. It 
contains data of both along the straight line and during the transitions. The distribution of 
cross track error is shown in Fig.100. The standard deviation is 2.3m which is achieved in 
the sea with wave height about 1m-1.5m. 
 
7.4.3  Circle following control 
 The circle following controller is tested on the course composed by line segments 
and circular arcs. Association between test cases and their corresponding results is shown 
in Table 10. 
Table 10 Test cases and corresponding figures 
Test case Corresponding Figures 
Following a circle with radius of 10m Fig. 101 and Fig. 102 
Following a circle with radius of 20m Fig. 103 to Fig. 106 
Following a course with lines and arcs Fig. 107 to Fig. 110 
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Fig. 101 Boat’s trajectory in following a circle with radius of 10m 
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Fig. 102 Cross track error in following a circle with radius of 10m 
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Fig. 103 Boat’s trajectory in following a circle with radius of 20m 
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Fig. 104 Cross track error in following a circle with radius of 20m 
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Fig. 105 Boat’s speed in following a circle with radius of 20m 
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Fig. 106 X and Y position in following a circle with radius of 20m 
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Fig. 107 Boat’s trajectory in following the course with line and circular arcs 
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Fig. 108 X and Y position of the boat in following the course with lines and circular arcs 
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Fig. 109 Cross track error in following the course with line and circular arcs 
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Fig. 110 Rudder command in following the course with line and circular arcs 
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 The circle following experiments show moderate performance yet it is believed to 
be satisfactory in the fact of poor performance of the GPS. Unlike the case in following a 
straight line that the measured velocity angle is compared with the fixed reference direction, 
in the circle case the measured velocity angle is compared with the reference direction 
calculated based on the GPS’s position measurement as discussed in §7.3.4. Because the 
GPS has much worse accuracy in position measurement than in velocity angle 
measurement (see GPS’s specification shown in §5.2), it will introduce more error into to 
the circle control loop.   
 In the experiment of following a circle with radius of 20m, it is observed in Fig. 103 
that the boat experienced a sudden zigzag motion. Since in the meantime the GPS position 
measurement was rather smooth, it is not likely to lead to the result. The possible cause 
under consideration is the short time malfunction of the rudder that it cannot follow rudder 
command quickly which has occurred before. When in this situation, the controller will 
increase the rudder command, after the rudder goes back to normal operation, the big 
rudder command will make the boat turn fast and then the controller will respond by giving 
opposite command to make it under control.  
 In the case of the last experiment, the boat went into turning circles near the end of 
following the last straight line segment. This is due to the loss of communication between 
the boat and the host control computer. It can be seen from the frozen sensor data indicated 
by red circles in Fig. 108.  
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7.5 Summary 
 This chapter presents mixed H2/H∞ based controller design for boat’s maneuver 
and shows the field experimental results. Based on our proposed mathematical model, the 
boat is designed to follow a course composed by straight line segments and circular arcs. 
Accordingly, we propose to use straight line following controller, circle following 
controller and turning controller for element tasks of path following and transition between 
path segments. By properly coordinating the element controllers, a general course could be 
followed. The designed controllers have been tested in the sea, and satisfied results have 
been obtained.  
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8.1 Conclusions 
 The thesis work presents studies towards low cost unmanned vehicles with 
self-perception capabilities. The self-perception is necessary for robots to achieve 
autonomy with enough intelligence, while low cost is the boost to make them affordable 
for various practical applications. Specifically, in the work we have investigated to use 3D 
vision to realize safe autonomous landing and hovering for a small unmanned helicopter, 
and to achieve robust course following for a small robotic boat using a low cost GPS and a 
rate gyro.  
 Autonomous safe landing for an unmanned helicopter is especially important for 
field operation. We have proposed a hierarchical control framework for landing. Under the 
framework, the perception and decision layer analyzes the terrain, and finds the safe area 
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for landing. With the found landing site, the proposed two-stage landing controller together 
with other motion controllers such as attitude controller, velocity controller and position 
controller will be coordinated by the coordination layer to make a safe landing. The safe 
landing site detection algorithm is developed and tested in simulation. It makes judgment 
by evaluating the area’s roughness, slope angle and size. Simulation results on real flight 
images have demonstrated a 93.5% success rate. The two-stage landing controller realizes 
landing task by firstly descending to certain height and then gradually descending till 
touchdown. The height above the ground is estimated by planefitting method with stereo 
vision. The two-stage controller with the height estimation as measurements has been 
tested in experiment and smooth landing has been achieved. Unfortunately, the integrated 
implementation of the proposed landing framework has not been achieved due to payload 
problem. 
 Autonomous hovering with stereo vision is an alternative of the GPS based 
approach. It can enable an unmanned helicopter to hover in case of GPS degradation. 
Landmark based positioning approach is applied in the study. A colored convex landmark 
is put on the ground, and the helicopter determines its position with respect to the landmark 
by looking downward and finding the landmark in its view. The recognition algorithm 
analyzes the image’s hue information, segments it into candidate regions and finds the 
targets by image profile analysis. The helicopter’s position is found by coordinate 
transformation of the landmark’s location determined from stereo vision. The velocity is 
estimated by fusing the delay compensated position with acceleration from IMU. This 
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positioning strategy is verified and has achieved stable hovering with absence of a GPS and 
the performance is almost equivalent to that with GPS. 
 The study on small robotic boat is to investigate the accurate maneuver control with 
limited and low-cost sensors. To the author’s knowledge, the boat is the smallest one 
among those reported in literature. Its “small” makes it attractive for operation i.e. easy to 
carry, however, it also brings challenges for control. It is easier to be disturbed by 
environment such as wave, current, and wind. The compact size leaves no room for 
additional sensors and the effect from DC motors makes it hard for a magnetic compass to 
work properly. The available sensors are a rate gyro and a low-cost GPS. To achieve the 
control goal with these sensors, we proposed a new mathematical model for the planar 
motion which is simple and requires no compass for control if its velocity is measured. 
Based on the model, mixed H2/H∞ controllers are designed for following courses 
connected by straight line segments and circular arcs.  Our sea tests have demonstrated 
good performance with the low cost sensor configuration.  
 The results in stereo vision based control of unmanned helicopter are positive, 
though the proposed approach is not a solution in general. More work has to be done before 
the vision based flight becomes practical.  
 The outcome from the study of robotic boat is more practical. The developed 
mathematical model has been verified to be useful in controller design for horizontal planar 
motion. With the model, only a GPS is required for motion control if  the GPS’s update rate 
is high enough i.e. 5Hz.  
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8.2 Suggestion for future work 
 At the time being, vision based approach is very popular in robotics. It is worth 
exploring the area with application to mobile robots such as the unmanned helicopter or the 
robotic boat.  
 For stereo vision based control of unmanned helicopter, some basic results have 
been obtained. A rather complete control framework for autonomous landing has been 
established and the stereo vision based hovering has been experimentally verified. For 
further study, it is advantageous to first reduce the weight of the current avionics to make it 
more compatible with the current research vehicles. I wish the proposed landing strategy 
could be fully implemented and tested. It will be quite interesting to apply vision for 
formation and multi-vehicle coordination.  
 For the robotic boat, future work should include solving the loss of communication 
problem. This can be achieved by adopting embedded control approach. The formation 
control, vision based obstacle avoidance, and auto docking are good research topics. The 
cooperation control between heterogeneous vehicles such as between the unmanned 
helicopter and the boat will be quite interesting. 
 I expect that more and more advanced mobile robots can help us to carry out real 
life missions in the near future.    
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 The helicopter models developed at Chiba University consist of attitude model and 
translational model. 
A, Attitude Model 
( )
2
2 2G ( ) 2 ( 1)
Ls ns
Elevator Pitch
s ns ns
K
s e
s s T s s
θ
θ
θ
ω
ζ ω ω
−
→ =
+ + +
  (A.1) 
( )
2
2 2G ( ) 2 ( 1)
nsLs
Aileron Roll
s ns ns
K
s e
s s T s s
φ
φ
φ
ω
ζ ω ω
−
→ =
+ + +
  (A.2) 
( )
2
2 2G ( ) 2
n cLs
Rudder Yaw
c n c n c
K
s e
s s s
ψ ψ
ψ
ψ ψ ψ
ω
ζ ω ω
−
→ =
+ +
   (A.3) 
B, Translational Model 
( )G ( ) , 01 ( )x Pitch Position X
g
s a
s s s aκ→
= − >
+ −
   (A.4) 
( )G ( ) , 01 ( )y Roll PositionY
g
s a
s s s aκ→
= >
+ −
    (A.5) 
2G ( ) zT s zz CollectivePitch Position Z
K
s e
s
−
→ =      (A.6) 
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C, Numerical Values of the Parameters  
 
Table A.1 Numerical Values of the Parameters 
Parameter Value 
nsω  8pi  
sζ  0.5 
L  0.06 s 
Kθ  0.1925 
Tθ  0.05 
Kφ  0.26 
Tφ  0.01 
Kψ  0.5 
n cψω  10pi  
cψζ  3 
κ  0.5 
a  0.2 
zT  0.4 s 
zK  -0.028 
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 The boat model is shown in Eq. (A.7) and values of the parameters are listed in 
Table A.2.  
( )
( )
( ) 1 ( 1)
dsTd
m
s k
e
s s s s
β
δ λ τ
−
= ⋅
+ +
   (A.7) 
 
Table A.2 Numerical Values of the Parameters 
Parameter Value 
dT  2.5 s 
k  2 
λ  1.32 
τ  0.4 
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Front view of Ampro800 SBC with PentiumM 1.4GHz CPU for Stereo Vision Processing 
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Backview of the Ampro800 SBC with 1GB CompactFlash as Storage 
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Low Power x86 PC104 board for real time flight control(Front view) 
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The PC104 CPU Board with CompactFlash Storage Running RTLinux 
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Rudder Potential Meter
Digital Compass
A/D
RS232
SPI
AHRS
RS232
RS232
MCU2MCU1
Modem
 
(a) Onboard System 
RS232
USB
LAN
WLAN Access Point
Modem
 
(b) Ground System 
